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APRIL 7, 1942 VOLUME 3, NUMBER 14
WPB stops or cuts many lines of products
to save thousands of tons of materials
and convert vital machines to war
Evidences of the ever-increasing man
ufacture of weapons multiplied last week
when the War Production Board moved
in on a long list of civilian products with
curtailment or stop orders. The indus
tries involved represented a host of ma
chines for ^r production, some already
turning out military items and others
to be converted shortly. WPB counted
some three-quarters of a million tons of
iron and steel to be conserved annually
by these actions, along with other, un
counted amounts of these metals and un
told Quantities of other vital materials.
At or near the top in the list of lines
to be curtailed was metal office equip
ment. With the tools and facilities of
the $100,000,000 metal office equipment
industry soon to be converted to war
production, an end to the manufacture
of virtually all types of such furniture
and eqiupment, effective May 31, has
been ordered.
Except for insulated metal filing cabi
nets, safes, visible record equipment and
metal shelving, the manufacture, assem
bly, processing or fabrication of a long
list of equipment is to be discontinued
after that date, and strict restrictions on
production are to be in effect for all items
in the meantime.
500,000tons of steelfromfurniture
In addition, beginning April 1, manu
facturers may not sell, lease, or otherwise
transfer any metal office furniture or
equipment produced after April 1, except
for Army, Navy, Maritime Commission
or orders with a preference rating higher
than A-2.
The industry last year used about 275,-
000 tons of steel and employed about
18.000 workers. It is estimated that ap
proximately 215,000 tons of steel will he
saved by the order, which, together with
recent restrictions on the production of
metal household furniture and equip
ment, will bring total savings to about
500,000 tons of steel.
Already producing airplane wings
Conferences are now being held with
the industry on a program for full con-
version'to the output of essential war ma
terials. The industry is already partly
converted and has produced subas-
sembly airplane wings, demolition bombs,
incendiary bombs, and practice bombs
for the Government.
The order (Limitation Order L-13-a)
was effective April 1. Metal office fur
niture is segregated by the order into
three groups of products, while manufac
turers are divided into a similar number
of classes according to the use of steel
in the year ended June 30. 1941.
Other restrictions made effective by
the order are:
1. Manufacture or assembly of Insulated
metal flllng cabinets, safes, and metal visible
record equipment (Group I) Is to end imme-
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Cautioning again that however much
we do will not be enough, War Production
Board Chairman Nelson last week gave
the Nation the news that we are ahead of
our schedule for tanks, up to schedule
on planes. Also, he said, we should meet
this year's schedule for guns and mer
chant ships.
Savings in metals and macbines
The proportions of our gathering in
dustrial effort became clearer as WPB
moved in on many lines of civilian prod
ucts with orders to stop or curtail output
or cut metal consumption, and counted
huge savings in materials and machines
by these actions. Lines affected in
cluded metal office furniture, office sup
plies, kitchen and household utensils,
vacuum cleaners, lawn mowers, caskets,
fluorescent lighting fixtures, tin tops, tin
tubes, toys, and household electrical ap
pliances from toasters to shavers. Many
facilities of these Industries already are
In war production, WPB announced.
Encouraging news came from yet an
other level when the WPB Production
Division revealed 20,307 machine tools
were delivered in February as compared
with 19,266 in January. Nevertheless,
the division repeated the warning that
most of the increase in war manufac
ture must come from existing machines.
And to spur accomplishment of this in
crease at the workbenches and In the
offices of existing plants. Production Drive
Headquarters Issued a supplement to Its
Official Plan Book—with a foreword by
Mr. Nelson warning that management,
labor, and Government are on trial before
the American public.
Guarding limited supplies
While new sacrifices to win the war
were being announced, the Office of Price
Administration acted -to prevent hard
ships that are unnecessary to the war ef
fort. OPA prescribed maximum prices
that may be charged at retail for 44
household electrical items that will be
made scarce by the WPB order. At the
same time, however, the assistant admin
istrator of OPA in charge of the Con
sumer Division warned that "today we
are losing the battle against inflation,"
and urged the public to do its part against
scarcity by refraining from hoarding.
To accomplish better distribution of
available supplies. WPB confined sugar
deliveries by eastern refineries to their
home areas, and also moved to regulate
sales of that increasingly important ve
hicle, the bicycle.
Pig iron under allocation
A few metal-consuming products of
peacetime escaped the WPB ax because
of their continued importance in war.
Among them were kerosene refrigera
tors and nails. Since most types of me
chanical refrigerators will not be made
any more, WPB moved to get more "ice
boxes" out of the existing metalsupply by
cutting the steel used in each one to 20
pounds. More metal was allotted to man
ufacture of farm implements to meet in
creased demands for food.
The shortage of pig iron resulted in an
order-placing It under complete alloca
tion. A similar fate overtook antimony,
and all orders of glycerine over 50 pounds
a month. WPB warned that additional
drastic curtailments will be necessary in
civilian use of copper. Rubber consump
tionofmanyarticleswas reduced further,
and a coordinator was appointed to Inte
grate all current programs dealing with
that commodity.
Rents curbed in another area
OPA allowed a slight increase in North
Atlantic refiners' prices for sugar, to take
care of added costs. Hard coal prices at
the mine were stopped at existing levels,
with customary discounts. Baltimore
was added to the list of areas which
must curb rents or submit to Federal
control.
Other OPA activities concerned iron
and steel scrap; iron and steel products:
boring machines: zinc oxides; pig tin:
primary lead; antimonial lead; reagent
oxalic acid; cast iron soil pipe; lumber;
paper; paper shipping bags; old manlla
rope; tea; and canned fruits and veg
etables.
The Office of Civilian Defense allotted
protective helmets and arofbands to cit
ies In strategic coastal areas.
Civilian goods curtailed
{Continued from •page 1)
^ately except for orders placedby the Army,
Navy, Maritime Commission or for an order
bearing higher than an A-2 rating.
2. Beginning April 1, no manufacturer can
use In the production of metal shalvlnR
(Group II) more than 50 percent of steel
used In the base period.
3. For the 2 months beginning April 1
l^ge manufacturers (those who used more
than 12,000 tons of steel In the base period)
may not use each month more than 40 per
cent of average monthly steel consiunptlon
In the following products (Group III);
Metal filing cabinets other than Insulated
cabinets; metal lockers; metal office storage
cabinets; metal desks; office chairs contain
ing more than two pounds of metal other
than swivel irons; metal office tables. Includ-
Ing typewriter and office machine stands:
metal bank vault equipment; metal office
counters; movable metal partitions; doors,
1°' such partitions; other equipmentIncludingwastepaperbaskets,metal trays and
wire baskets; any other office furniture not
specifically mentioned in Group I or Group
II, containing more than 5 percent of metal
in the net weight of the finished product
other than swivel irons and Joining bard-
ware.
The percentages allowable for other manu
facturers are 50 percent and 60 percent, de
pending on the size of the manufacturer.
May shift quotas among products
4. Any manxifacturers making Group in
products may adjust the amounts of steel
to be used in any one product up to 120 per
cent of the amount permitted, provided that
the total amounts used conform to the Ifm-
Itatlons of the order.
5. Beginning April 1, no manufacturer can
sell, deliver, or otherwise transfer inventories
of steel Intended for xise in metal office fur
niture, except as parts of furniture or equip
ment permitted by the order to other manu
facturers to fill A-2 or better, orders to the
Defense Supplies Corporation or other
agencies of the RFC or as ordered by the
Director of Industry Operations.
6. Manufacturers may not process, fabri
cate, work on, or assemble any steel in their
Inventories, ,except as such steel is Intended
for use In equipment permitted by the order
or on specific authorization of the Director
of Indiistry Operations.
7. The restrictions contained In the order
do not apply to "special orders" involving
certain essential Army an'd~Navy needs for
metal desks, lockers, and chairs for use on
combatant vessels or troop ships, or to be
used outside the limits of continental United
^ates where the tropical climate requires
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This Thm-sday is the anniversary of
the Nazi invasion of Norway. The Axis
powers have stained the months with
such bitter anniversaries. They have
been able to do this because they work
with a single purpose, although a loath
some purpose. The Nazi purpose is con
quest and enslavement. The Nazisknew
that only through machines could they
achieve this goal and so they let nothing
interfere with the drive for machines.
"We learned slowly"
We know now that the only answer to
a tank is two tanks, that the only answer
to an airplane is two airplanes, and that
the answer to a gun is a lot of guns—
and better guns.
But we did not learn this all at once.
Like the British, we learned slowly. For
a long while we thought we could exist
in two worlds, the ruthless world of total
war and the comfortable world of peace.
Other countries thought that way. too,^
and now—except for those gallant men
who escaped to keep on fighting—they
are slave countries. The British won a
second chance at Dunkerque; they have
made good use of that secondchance and
today their home front is a real front,
with every man and woman a soldier.
Reminders of what it means to lose
We, of course, remember Pearl Harbor
and realize that all of us must produce
and save and sacrifice so that we may
make the machines which will fight for
us. But It is a good thing not to forget
anniversaries like next Thursday, either.
They remind us of what we must have
to win, and of what it means to lose.
America, engaged in the gigantic task
of building at top speed a colossal
mechanized army, a vast air force, and
a navy the like of which the world has
never seen before, has still other com
mitments. America must supply her
friends and allies, too, with tremendous
quantities of finished weapons and raw
materials and machine tools and food
and clothing. And she must build the
merchant sliips in which these supplies
are transported, build them at a rate to
offset the work of Hitler's submarines.
That is why every ounce of almost
every material counts, why last week
brought War Production Board conser
vation orders which reach almost from
the cradle to the grave, why we are to





of WPB priority orders or OPA rationing
regulations face maximum penalties up
to $10,000 fines and a year's imprison
ment.
Metals, plastics to be banned for toys
Childhood and death and the life of
the yeai'S between were touched last week
by WPB orders designed to save metals
and materials for the uses of war.
One order, which will save an c£ti-
mated 50,000 tons of iron and steel alone,
limited use of those metals In caskets and
for other burial purposes and prohibited
use of other metals—except gold and
silver—altogether.
A second order prohibits manufacture
of toys containing metals or plastics after
June 30 while a third limits the use of
iron, steel, and zinc in a long list of
kitchen utensils and miscellaneous house
hold articles. WPB's consumers durable
goods branch urged, in this connection,
that such utensils and articles, wher
ever possible, be made of glass and wood
and earthenware.
War work for 4,000,000 women *
There'll be fewer lawn mowers, too—
and that should save some 45.000 tons
of iron and steel . . . WPB ordered that
production of vacuum cleaners must be
discontinued after April 30 and prohib
ited use of copper and brass base alloy in
manufacture of slide fasteners (zippers),
hooks and eyes, gxippers, etc. . . .
There's some rubber for repairing tires
of "List B" users this month but OPA
warns that it's almost entirely reclaimed
rubber and tires recapped with it had
better be driven below 35 miles an
hour ... Life at low speeds, around 5.000
miles . . . WPB's Labor Division esti
mates that at least 4,000,000 women
workers will be required for war indus
try by the end of next year . . . Control
of all glycerine deliveries above 50 pounds
a month has been taken over by
WPB... Glycerine is a by-product of soap
making and our British allies use it in
manufacturing their most important
military explosive, cordite . . . Soap in
turn is made from fats and maybe we'll
all be saving fats, someday . . . Another
proof that everything counts: WPB's
order cutting in half the iron and steel
which can be used for paper clips, thumb
tacks, office supplies . . . Enamel won't
decorate the ends of tin cans any more
because it is needed to coat military
supplies ... Keep the distilled water level
up in your automobile battery, don't keep
your stove on high after the pot comes
to a boll . . . Everything saved, every
thing made to last, contributes toward
Victory.
Did it seem a trifling thing to you when
WPB took the cuffs from men's trousers
to save wool? In total war there are
no trifles. Cuffs average about 2 per
cent of the total cloth in a man's
suit. The cuffs from 19,500,000 pairs of
men's and youths' trousers—about 4
months stock—would make more than
300,000 suits.
Or put the saving in terms of uni
forms. There's about 5.18 poxmds of
wool In a soldier's uniform, about 24
one-hundredths of a pound in a pair of
trouser cuffs. Nine pairs of cuffs would
equal enough cloth for a pair of Army
trousers, 12 pairs would give the mate
rial used for an average Army coat.
Twenty-one pairs of cuffs, then, and you
have a soldier's uniform.
Ourproblems are bigger than we are
Cooperation between management and
labor is the basis of our great War Pro
duction Drive. "Every one of the prob
lems we face," said Donald M. Nelson in
a supplement to the Official Plan Book
for that drive, "is bigger than any of
us ... It isn't easy, and it's going to be
harder. But we've got to stick together."
Cooperation is the root of such plans
as that of the Office of Defense Trans
portation to have farmers pool the trucks
they drive to market—so that trucks and
tires may last longer. And even such a
simple and sensible program as that re
quiring that everyone buying toilet goods
in collapsible tubes turn over a used tube
to his druggist in exchange cannot suc
ceed without cooperation. Another
little thing, that— but we need tin quite
as much as we need wool.
Short shrift if you don't play the game
The basic necessity for working to
gether is implicit in every WPB priority
order, in every Office of Price Administra
tion rationing regulation. For both the
priority system of putting first things
first and the rationing system of dis
tributing fairly that which is scarce are
essentially great adventures in national
coopei'ation.
Because almost all of xis realize this,
we're going to give very short shrift to
anybodywho doesn't play the game. We
are going to get tough with such people
and just how tough was explained the
other day by Acting Price Administrator
John E. Hamm.
Mr. Hamm warned that under the new
Second War Powers Act willful violators
★ ViaORY ★
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Electric appliances—toasters to shavers—
to get no more pig tin, alloy steel,
nickel plate, copper, or aluminum
The War Production Board on March
30 ordered manufacturers of electrical
appliances to discontinue at once the use
of certain critical materials in the manu
facture of a long list of electrical appli
ances commonly found in American
homes.
Between March 30 and May 31 these
manufacturers, some 200 concerns that
normally produced approximately $60.-
000,000 worth of appliances annually,
may produce appliances at a rate of ap
proximately one and a half times their
rate of production in 1941, though with
out the Use of critical materials pro
hibited by the March 30 order.
Only for A-2 after May 31
After May 31 they must halt produc
tion of all appliances except to fill orders
or contracts bearing preference ratings
higher than A-2.
The production of replacement parts
is not aSected.
The order (L-65) affects such common
household appliances as electric toasters,
waffle, irons, fiat irons, roasters, grills,
table stoves, portable heaters, food
mixers, juice extractors, percolators,
dishwashing equipment, dry shavers,
hair dryers, permanent wave equipment,
hair clippers, cigar and cigarette lighters,
and heating units for new electric
ranges, water heaters, and radiating
heaters.
50 listed but that isn't all
Attached to the order is a list of 50
varieties of appliances covered by the
order, but it is explained that this list
is not intended to be exhaustive, since
all appliances coming within the defini
tions contained in the order are affected.
Electrical appliances are defined in the
order as meaning "any domestic or com
mercial appliances which have as func
tional parts electric heating elements of
a total rated wattage of not more than
2,500 watts, or powered by an electrical
vibrator or electrical fractional horse
power motor." The order also applies to
heating units of any wattage to be in
corporated in electrical appliances or in
any new domestic electric range. It does
not apply to heating units already in
use.
Exceptions mostly covered elsewhere
The order specifically states that It
does not apply to the following: laundry
equipment, vacuum cleaners, refrigerat
ing and air conditioning equipment, com
mercial dishwashing equipment, fans
and electric heating pads, record-players,
oil furnaces, vending and gaming ma
chines, and other electrical items not
customarily classified as domestic or
commercial electrical appliances. For
the most part these Items are covered
by orders previously Issued or by orders
about to be issued.
The prohibition on materials is as fol
lows:
Effective immediately, no manufac
turer may put into process any pig tin;
or any alloy steel, copper, or copper base
alloy, or aluminum that was not proc
essed beyond the first stage when the
order was issued.
Beginning April 1, no nickel may be
used for nickel plating.
The provision as to production between
March 30 and May 31 is as follows;
During that period, each manufac
turer may produce electrical appliances
having a total factory sales value of up
to 25 percent of the total value of the
appliances produced by him in 1941, pro
vided that such appliances do not con
tain more than 15 percent, by weight, of
the amount of electrical resistance ma
terial such manufacturer used in 1941.
Mast set aside materials
The order contains additional restric
tions on the use of electrical resistance
material. It requires each manufacturer
to: (a) set aside sufficient electrical re
sistance material to fill all orders bear
ing an A-10 or higher rating; (b) set
aside and hold as reserve for future dis
position by WPB 15 percent by weight of
the balance of such material; (c) set
aside, at his option, enough such mate
rial to complete appliances permitted
under the order; (d> set aside, at his
option, a reserve for replacement parts
not to exceed one and a half times the
amount of such materials he used for
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replacements in 1940; (e) set aside all
remaining electrical resistance matrfial
for future disposition by WPB, except
that he may sell to other manufacturers
such quantities as are needed by them to
complete production of their quotas.
An inventory restriction prohibits a
manufacturer from accepting delivery of
more materials than are necessary to pro
duce the appliances permitted him under
the order.
Industry already producing weapons
The order does not restrict the manu
facture of replacement parts.
The 200 plants affected by the order
normally employ between 20,000 and
25,000 workers.
Some of the plants are already en
gaged in direct war work and the entire
industry is expected to be converted
within a few months. They already have
war contracts totalling $15,000,000. War
production already under way includes
the manufacture of fuzes, 20 millimeter
feed mechanism, shot and shell, bomb
carriers, gas tanks, and gun mounts.
Robert Beatty, chief of the electrical
appliances section of WPB, said that
when the industry is fully converted it
will employ more persons than it did at
its peak of peacetime operation.
★ * ★
APRIL ZINC POOL
The zinc pool for April was set March
28 by the Director of Industry Operations
at these percentages:
High grade and special high grade—
60 percent of January 1942 production;
all other grades—40 percent of January;
zinc oxide—none; zinc dust—none.
At the same time, General Preference
Order M-11, under which the zinc pool Is
operated, was extended to May 31. 1942.
It was due to expire on March 31 and
the extension was made pending comple
tion of a revised zinc order.
★ *
Canners using leased machines
get owners^ ratings for repairs
Canners who use leased machinery are
entitled to the same preference ratings
under Order P-llD for repair and main
tenance as if they owned the machinery,
the WPB has ruled in an interpretation
of the order.
April 7, 1942
Manufacture of lawn mowers
banned after June 30 to save
steel, free machines for war
The song of the lawn mower will he
heard in the land this summer, but it
will be a muted tune.
To conserve iron and steel for military
uses and more important civilian require
ments, WPB on March 30 issued an order
drastically curtailing production durintr
the next 3 months of all types of mowers,
except those used to harvest crops, and
prohibiting manufacture after June 30.
Effective at once, the order directs
manufacturers to cut their use of iron
and steel in lawn mowers, from now to
the end of June, to one-half of the
amount which went into this production
during the same period last year, or to
three times one-half of the average
monthly use during the 12 months from
July 1, 1940, to June 30, 1941.
It is estimated that about 45.000 tens
of iron and steel will be made available
for essential uses each year as a result
of the ordered shut-down, which will also
free metal-working machinery for war.
* * *
Pig iron put under
complete allocation
Because the pig iron shortage is in
creasing. the Director of Industry Op
erations on March 28 issued Amendment
No. 2 and Extension No. 2 to General
Preference Order M-17, completely allo
cating pig Iron supplies.
The amendment eliminates the reserve
tonnage pool and, instead, places all
tonnage produced under mandatory con
trol. Steel companies that produce and
use their own pig iron are required to
report priority ratings on their produc
tion schedules.
Pig iron buyers are required to fill out
Form PD-69 by the fifth day of the
month before they purchase pig iron.
By the same date buyers must file re
ports on Form PD-TO with the War Pro
duction Board, showing inventories and
pig iron consumption.
Producers of pig iron must file reports
on orders, schedules, and shipments by
the 12th day of each month hereafter.
Producers may ship pig iron only in ac
cordance with delivery schedules filed on
Form PD-71, as approved or modified
by the Director of Industry Operations.
The pig iron order has also been ex
tended to remain in effect until revoked.
★ VICTORY ★
Kitchen and household articles cut 30 to
50 percent in use of iron, steel, zinc;
no metal for nonessentials after July 1
The effects of the war were felt in the
American home March 31 when the War
Production Board curtailed the use of
iron, steel, and zinc in the manufacture
of a long list of kitchen, household, and
miscellaneous articles.
The order (L-30), which took effect
March 31, divides such equipment into
three groups. During April, May, and
June the use of iron, steel, and zinc in
each group is reduced by various amounts
In accordance with the utility of the
product, and also with a view to the pos
sibility of substituting a less critical ma
terial, such as glass, wood, or earthen
ware.
Three groups defined
His three groups and the reductions In
the use of metals in each during April,
May, and June are as follows:
1. Cooking utensils. Reduction:
Iron and steel, 10 percent.
2. Kitchen ware and essential
household articles. Reduction; Iron
and steel, 30 percent; zinc, 50 per
cent.
3. Nonessential household and
other miscellaneous articles. Re
duction; iron, steel, and zinc, 50 per
cent.
A manufacturer may use any part of
his iron and steel quota for less essen
tial products in the production of articles
In the more essential groups.
Beginning July 1, no metal of any kind
may be used in the manufacture of arti
cles in group 3.
Base is year ended June 30,1941
All Of the iron and steel reductions in
April, May, and June are based on the
total amoxmt of iron, steel, tin, aluminum,
nickel, copper and copper alloys, chrom
ium and lead used in such articles in the
12 months ended June 30,1941, expressed
in a daily average. In the case of zinc,
the reduction is based on the amount of
zinc used in such articles during the same
base period.
The order does not apply to electrical
appliances, cutlery, or silver-plated hol
low ware.
The consumers' durable goods branch
said that despite the March 31 order and
previous WPB metal restrictions, the
available supplies of household articles,
plus production which will be allowed
under Ii-30. will be sufficient for essen
tial requirements of the Nation. House
wives are urged to take care of their
present equipment so that it will last as
long as possible. The branch urged that
wherever possible articles made of non-
critical materials, particularly of glass,
wood, and earthenware, be substituted
for items made of critical materials.
Ash cans to towel racks
Products in group 1 include kitchen uten
sils used primarily in the preparation, cook
ing, and storage of foods for household,
institutional, and commercial uses.
Products in group 2 Include the following,
whether manufactured for household or for
any other purpose; wash haslns. dish pans,
rinsing pans, wash boilers, ash cans, gar
bage cans and palls (including step-on cans),
wringer buckets, clothes wringers, palla (ex
cept dairy palls), commodes, chambers and
chamber covers, combinets, bread boxes,
funnels, liquid measures, galvanized and
other portable tubs, wash boards, ironing
boards, carpet sweepers, dust pans, refrig
erator pans and all kitchen tools, including
(bui not limited to) can openers, Jar open
ers. bottle openers, beaters, ice cream dipper«
or scoops, corers, and mashers.
Products In group 3 Include the foUowlng.
whether manufactured for household or for
any other purpose: all closet accessories, in
cluding (but not limited to) coat and gar
ment hangers and hooks, tie racks and boot
and shoetrees; all articles of fireplace equip
ment except fire screens; towel bars and
racks, toothbrush holders, soap dishes, soap
savers, toUet and other paper holders, pot
chains, fly swatters, sink drainers, dish
drainers, cuspidors, vegetable bins, ctirtain
rods and fixtures, clothespins, candlesticks,
carpet beaters, pot cover holders, picnic
stoves, camp grids, cup frames, and cake
coolers.
To save 80,000 tons a year
A manufacturer of a product In any
group may not accumulate greater Inven
tories of raw materials, semiprocessed
materials or of finished parts than are
necessary to maintain operations at the
rates specified in L-30.
It is estimated that the order will save
more than 80.000 tons of iron and steel




The April lead pool March 30 was set
at 15 percent of February 1942 produc
tion by the Director of Industry Opera
tions. The percentage is unchanged
from last month and the amount to be
set aside varies only slightly from recent
mcmths.
★ VICTORY ★
WPB takes all copper out of zippers,
hooks and eyes, buttons, snap fasteners;
steel, zinc for them limited drastically
The War Production Board on March
30 prohibited the use of copper and cop
per base alloy in the manufacture of
slide fasteners (zippers), hooks and eyes,
brassiere hooks, snap fasteners and grip-
pers, and other garment closures. More
than 8,000 tons of copper were used in
such products in 1941.
The same order (L-68) restricts the
use of steel, zinc, and zinc base alloy in
the manufacture of the same items.
In addition, the order prohibits the
use not only of copper and copper base
alloy but also steel, zinc, and zinc base
alloy in zippers now found in a long
list of everyday Items enumerated in an
appendix to the order.
Effective April 1
All of the prohibitions and restrictions
became effective April 1.
The order does not apply to orders
or contracts for the Army, Navy and
other war agencies, and Lend-Lease.
The order affects five different groups
of items, as follows: slide fasteners;
hooks and eyes and brassiere hooks;
snap-fasteners or grippers; metal but
tons. rivets and burrs; and a general
group including buckles, corset clasps,
garter trimmings, etc.
Since the restrictions on each group
are different, they are dealt with sepa
rately in this description of the order.
Length of zipperi restricted too
Restrictions on the manufacture and
Use of slide fasteners are as follows:
1. The use of copper or copper base alloy
In the manufacture of slide fasteners Is
prohibited.
2. The use of steel, zinc, or zinc base alloy
In any calendar quarter, beginning AprU l.
Is restricted to SO percent of the quarterly
poundage of metals used by a manufacturer
for simUar purposes diu-ing the year ending
June 30. 194X. (It should be noticed that
the restriction is based on the poundage of
metals, not necessarily steel or zinc, used
during the base period, inasmuch as copper
or copper alloy rather than steel or zinc
may have been the metal largelyused during
the base period. Consequently, a restriction
based on the quantity of steel or zinc used
In the base period might have permitted
little or no production after April 1. when
the copper prohibition goes into effect).
3. Regardless of the materials used In the
maniifacture of zippers—whether metals or
plastic—the order prohibits the manufacture
of zippers of more than 10 inches in length,
except that up to 12 Inches is permitted for
fly fasteners on trousers and up to 20 Inches
for work Jackets.
4. No manufacturer may produce or de-
ilver any zippers or zipper parts made from
copper, steel, or zinc for use on any of the
articles or garments listed In an appendix
to the order. The list includes bags of all
sorts, bathrobes, billfolds and pocketbooks.
all sorts of coats, corsets and foundation gar
ments. cosmetic seta and kits, coveralls and
one-piece work suits, all sorts of covers such
as seat covers and slip covers, footwear of
all types, gloves, hoods, toilet and novelty
kits, linings, luggage, muffs, negligees and
lingerie, notebooks and checkbooks, over
alls. pads such as heating pads, all types of
pouches, purses, raincoats, robes, shirts, slips
and petticoats, sporting goods, sport Jackets,
sweaters, swim suits and beachwear, toys and'
upholstery. This does not apply to zippers
or zipper parts already manufactured and not
adaptable for any other use. Nordoes it apply
to zippers for garment pockets.
5. The manufacture of bead pulls, rhwln
pulls, or similar Items from steel, zinc, or cop
per is also prohibited, except for such items
that were in process of manufacture on
March 28. 1942.
6. In the production of zippers for sale
on notion cards, for home use, a manufac-
ttu-er may not use in any quarter more steel,
zinc, or zinc base alloy than 50 percent of the
weight of metals he used quarterly for such
purposes during the base period. Such steel
and zinc must be taken out of the total
amount of steel and zinc permitted him for
zippers under the order.
7. The prohibition against the use of zip
pers for the articles and garments listed in
the appendix applies not only to the zipper
manufacturer but equally to the person who
uses zippers in the manufacture of the articles
or garments.
Hookaand eyes
Restrictions on the manufacture of
hooks and eyes and brassiere hooks are
as follows;
1. No copper or copper base alloy may be
used.
2. During any calendar quarter beginning
AprU 1. no manufacturer may use more steel,
zinc, or zinc base alloy In the production
of hooks and eyes and brassiere books than
100 percent of the weight of all metals he
used for such items during a similar period
in the base year.
3. In the production of such items for home
use he may use not more steel and zinc than
60 percent of the weight of metals he xised
for the same Items in the base year. This
Bteel and zinc must come out of the 100 per
cent quota permitted him under the order.
Snap fasteneri
Restrictions on the manufacture of
sew-on, machine-attached, or riveted
snap fasteners or grippers are as follows:
1. No copper or copper base alloy may be
used.
2. In the production of such items for work
clothes and women's and children's wear,
a manufacturer may use quarterly in steel
and zinc up to 100 percent of his quarterly
poundage of metals in the base year.
3. For these same items for other purposes
a manufacturer may use quarterly in steel
and zinc only 50 percent of his quarterly
poundage of metals during the base year.
4. The use of steel and zinc for these same
items for sale on notion cards, for home
restricted to SO percent of his quar
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terly poundage of metals during the base
year. This 50 percent comes out of his total
allocation of steel and zinc,
Metal buttons
Restrictions on the manufacture of
metal buttons, rivets, and burrs and in
signia are as follows:
1. No copper may be used In the manu
facture of such Items except for Army. Navy.
Marine, Coast Guard, and Coast and Geodetic
officers. United States Government Military
and Naval Academy and Training School
students, and Maritime Commission em
ployes.
2. As a further exception, metal buttons
for uniforms of. and Identification badges
for, public-carrier employes, police and flre
departments and military school students
may be plated with copper or copper base
alloys,
The use of copper and copper base
alloy is also prohibited in the manufac
ture of the following items: buckles
(other than dress buckles covered by a
previous order), corset clasps, eyelets,
furniture glides, garter trimmings, hose
supporters. Identification badges, and
similar items (with the exceptions al
ready mentioned), loops, mattress but
tons, personal hardware, pin fasteners,
staples, slides, tacks, and trouser trim
mings.
* ★ ★
Simplifying radiators to save
11,500 tons of cast iron a year
Issuance of an additional simplifica
tion schedule establishing types and sizes
for tubular radiators was announced
March 30 by the Director of Industry
Operations. The schedule, effective April
16, is expected to save about 11,500 tons
of cast iron annually.
This saving is due to the fact that the
schedule (No. VI to Limitation Order
L-42) eliminates production of large-
tube radiators.
Simplification of other plumbing and
heating equipment it«ms ordered by pre
vious schedules covered valves, pipe fit
tings, metal jackets, fusible plugs and
tricocks, soil pipes and soil pipe fittings.
Copper for 1,000,000fuses saved
According to data complied by the
WPB plumbing and heating branch, the
simplified schedule on pipe fittings will
save over 1.000.000 pounds of copper base
alloy, sufBcient to produce about 1 mil
lion 50 mm. fuses.
Other material savings already accom
plished by various simplification sched
ules of L-42 include 19.000 tons of cast
iron and 500 tons of brass through the
simplification of soil pipes and fittings,
and IS.gpo tons of steel through the elim
ination of metal jackets from boilers.
April 7, 1942 ★ VMrrORY ★
Casket metals going into war;
all to be banned except gold,
silver, hardware of iron, steel
WPB on March 30 ordered a curtail
ment in the use of iron and steel and
prohibited the use of all other metals,
except gold and silver, in the manufac
ture of caskets, casket shipping cases,
and burial vaults.
The order (L-64) cuts the amount of
iron and steel that may be used in such
burial equipment by 25 percent during
April, by 50 percent during May, and
76 percent during June, as compared
with average monthly use in 1940.
These reductions, however, do not In
clude the use of an amount not exceed
ing 10 pounds of casket hardware, shell
hardware, or fastenings, or the amount
of iron and steel necessary for the pro
duction of metal liners for wooden cas
kets or of metal shipping cases which
are required by State laws for the trans
portation of human corpses.
Iron and steel limited for office
to release 19,300 tons; copper,
tin, chromium, crude rubber
Curtailment in the use of iron and steel
in the manufacture of metal office sup
plies, such as paper clips, thumb tacks,
pencil sharpeners, and various desk ac
cessories, was ordered by the War pro
duction Board March 29.
The program is designed to release ap
proximately 19,300 tonsof iron and steel
thisyearforships, guns, tanks, andother
war products, in addition to large
amounts of other critical materials.
Office supplies covered by the order
are essential to Army, Navy. Govern
ment, and Lend-Lease operations. The
program is designed to takecareof these
needs and at the same time meet essen
tial civilian demands. The ordinary
consumer will not be able to obtain sup
plies in usual quantities. However, no
shortages should occur if consumers
make careful use of supplies on hand.
Zinc restricted
The limitation order, Ij-73, prohibits
manufacturers of office supplies from
usingany copper, tin, nickel, chromium,
cadmium, or crude rubber unless already
processed beyond the first stage of cut
ting or stamping. Use of zinc is re
stricted to galvanizing necessary for
practicable xise and wear.
Effective inimediately, the order im
poses restrictions on iron and steel con
sumption in three classes of office sup
plies beginning April 1. using 1940 as the
base period. That year is regarded as
the most recent normal production year.
Production last year was from 30 to 50
percent above the 1940 rate, depending
upon the product.
With one exception, the restrictions on
iron and steel consumption for the three
months beginning April 1 will remain in
force during each three-month period
thereafter.
Wire staples at 1940rate
Expressed in percentages of the aver
age rate of consumption of all metals
for 1940, the reductions are as follows:
wire staples, wblcb contain only a small
amount of Iron and steel, are classed alone
In BTOUP 1. and and steel may be used
In producing them at the same rate as during
1940
Use of iron and steel In products In group
2 must be cut during the next 3 months by
20 nercent below the 1940 rate of consump*
tlon. Products Included In this group are:
clips, clamps, pins, and thumb tacks; copy
holders; eyelet and round and flat-head
fasteners; cyeleters; file fasteners; pencil
Iron and steel out July 1
Beginning July 1. the order prohibits
entirely the use of iron and steel in the
production of burial equipment, except
in hardware and metal liners under the
prescribed restrictions.
A purchaser of metal liners or of
metal shipping cases Is required to file
an affidavit with the manufacturer out
lining the use of the article and the
requirements of the State law.
With the exception of gold and silver,
the use of other metals, such as bronze,
copper, zinc, and lead, is prohibited
upon the issuance of the order.
The reductions in the 3-month pe
riod ending June 30 are based on the
average monthly amount of iron and
steel used for caskets, shipping cases, and
burial vaults during 1940. A manufac
turer who used any other metal during
1940 may add the weight of such metal
to iron and steel In computing his full
quota for the base period.
Tosave50,000 tons of 2 metals
The order immediately freezes a man
ufacturer's inventoi-y of any metal, ex
cept iron, steel, gold and silver, and on
July 1, the inventory of iron and steel
will be frozen.
M. D. Moore, of the consumers durable
goods branch, WPB, estimated that 50,-
000 tons of iron and steel will be saved
annually by the order, and that sub
stantial metal-working capacity will be
released for the production of war goods.
sharpeners; punches and perforators, and
stapling and fastening machines. For each
quarter beginning July 1, the rate of cur
tailment for this group wiU be Increased to
40 percent.
A 50 percent cut below the 1940consump
tion rate was ordered for Iron and steel
consumption In products in group 3. pils
group covers adhesive and gummed tape
dispensers: arch and clip board files; cal
ender stands: desk, accessories; inked ribbon
spools and containers; list finders; rule»9
and yardsticks; staple removers, and any
stationery sundries not classified In groups
1 or 2.
Producers may exceed their quotas in order
to take care of Government contracts, but
the excess must be deducted from subse
quent quotas.
An Important feature of the order is that
all manufacturers, regardless of whether they
are working on a Government or civilian
order, must adhere to Federal specifications
for metal office supplies issued from time to
time by the Director of Procurement. These
specifications are designed to reduce the
amoimt of critical materials required to
produce these supplies.
How dvilians can help
Commenting on the part the average
consumer can play. M. D. Moore, chief
of the WPB section charged with ad
ministering the order, said;
"The order was drafted to provide suf
ficiently for the requirements of the
Army, Navy and civilian industries.
While there will be permitted under its
terms sufficient production to meet the
demand, it is, nevertheless, advisable to
caution the public to conserve to the
utmost the use of these small office
supply items.
"For example, clips should not be used
for permanent filing. A staple will
do the job. Nor should two clips or two
staples be used where one will do. Clips
and other fasteners should be removed
when material is finally filed. Type
writer ribbon spools can be used over
and over again and should be saved by
the typist and returned in the old con




The ban contained in Order M-9-c on
use of copper or copper base alloy in
hot water heaters and piping systems
has been formalized in a simplification
schedule to plumbing Order L-42, it was
announced Maich 30 by Industry Opera
tions Director Knowlson.
★ VICTORY ★
"Iceboxes" cut to 20 pounds of steel each
to increase output for new civilian need
without boosting total supply of metal
A program to keep steel consumption
at a low level in the manufacture of non-
mechanical ice refrigerators ("iceboxes")
and at the same time permit output of
enough units to meet increasing civilian
demands was announced March 31by the
War Production Board.
BaoOQ other types increases demand
Since production of domestic mechan
ical refrigerators must be halted April 30,
civilian demands for household refriger
ation for the duration of the war must
be filled largely by the manufacturers of
nonmechanlcal refrigerators. Ice-mak
ing facilities are far in excess of normal
demands.
Under Supplementary General Limi
tation Order L-7-b. WPB ordered con
tinuation during April, May, and June
of the existing 40-percent cut on use of
steel in the manufacture of domestic
nonmechanical refrigerators, The same
rate of curtailment below average
monthly use during the 3-year or 12-
month period ending June 30, 1941, will
prevail during subsequent quarters un
less otherwise ordered.
Manufachirers must turn to wood
After June 30, however, manufacturers
will be prohibited from using more than
20 pounds of steel in each box produced.
The average weight of metal per unit is
85 pounds. The effect of this restriction
on unit consumption will be to compel
manufacturers to turn to wood or wood
base cabinets as a substitute for steel.
With substitution of less critical ma
terials, manufacturers may make in the
year beginning July 1 approximately
495,000 units, as compared with an output
of about 200,000 units during the year
ended June 30, 1941, but at the same
time the cut in use of steel will result
in reducing consumption of this vital ma
terial from 8.250 tons in the base year
to 4,950 tons this year.
May use restof old quotas
During the next 3 months, manufac
turers may add to their quotas unused
balances of quotas granted earlier, pro
vided a report Is filed with the consum
ers' durable goods branch showing the
amount of steel intended to be used.
This privilege expires June 30. Be
ginning April 1, Government orders no
longer can be exemptedfrom quotas.
In order to check use of steel under
the 20-pound restriction, the order pro
vides that no manufacturer may sell any
nonmechanical refrigerator produced
after June 30 unless he files with the




reprieve; needed by U. S.
WPB, acting to provide for essential
Government requirements, on March 31
excluded kerosene refrigerators from the
ordei halting production of domestic me
chanical refrigerators after April 30.
It Is estimated that approximately
15,500 of this type of refrigerator, which
is used mdely by Governmentagenciesin
areas where power facilities are not avail
able for other mechanical types. wUl be
needed this year and next for essential
Government purposes. Should produc
tion be stoppedApril30.only about 3.500
would be available to meet these
demands.
Under an amendment to Order Ii-5-c.
specific permission of the Director of
Industry Operations must be obtained in
order to continue production begiimlng
May 1, and manufacturers must comply
with minimum specifications for the
kerosene-type established by the Army




With the Army preparing to let bids
for more than 300.000 pairs of asbestos
gloves, WPB issued on March 31 an order
designed to conserve the supply of as
bestos textiles for essential military and
civilian uses.
By the terms of Conservation Order
M-123, manufacturers are prohibited
from making deliveries of asbestos tex
tiles except for use in the manufacture
of industrial packings, or to fill orders
bearing a preference rating of A-10, or
higher.
Industrial packings include gaskets,
pump packing and other uses in ma
chinery.
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Metal signs out July 1;
materials cut in half till then
WPB has ordered a curtailment of the
use of steel and iron In metal signs.
The order (L-29) applies to signs which
are 36 square Inches or larger in size
and of which at least 5 percent of the
weight of the sign consists of metal.
The order cuts in half the amoimt of
iron and steel that may go Into such signs
during the 3-month period beginning
April 1. and prohibits the use of any
metals in such signs beginning July 1,
1942. The 50-percent re(Juctlon for the
3-month period is based on the amount
of all metal used for signs during the year
ended June 30, 1941. From March 27 to
April 1, the use of steel and iron was cut
to not more than the average amount of
metal used in a similar period of the base
year.
The order involves the constioiction
and Installation of signs and accessories
such as billboards, electric, indoor, neon,
porcelain enamel, and store-front signs.
Accessories include such items as elec
trical equipment (other than light bulbs)
frames, hanging brackets, and poles.
The order does not include any type of
plate, tag, or emblem used by a govern
mental unit for licensing or registration
purposes. Such items are already under
a curtailment order.
Wood and other signs which do not
contain 5 percent of their weight in
metal, are not affected by the order.
Effective March 27. sign manufactur
ers' inventories, raw and semiprocessed
Iron and steel were frozen. Any manu
facturer ofmetalsigns or accessories may
not sell or deliver any materials except
by consent of the Director of Industry
Operations, WPB; or to persons having a
preference rating of A-3or higher, to the
Defense Supplies Corporation, to the
Metals Reserve Co.. or to any other
agency formed under the Reconstruc
tion Finance Corporation Act.
A sign manufacturer may not accu
mulate more materials in his inventory
than are necessary to maintain opera
tions at rates permitted by L-29.
★ * ★
Dickinson executive director
of WPB Planning Committee
Appointment of Edward T. Dickinson.
Jr.. as executive director of the Planning
Committee, WPB. was announced April




to end April 30 for
100 percent conversion to war
Production of vacuum cleaners must
be discontinued after April 30, the War
Production Board ruled March 31 in a
move to concentrate the industry's fa
cilities 100 percent on war work.
During April, the industry will operate
at the same rate of curtailment as dur
ing January. February, and March.
Class A manufacturers, whose average
monthly factory sales in the 12 months
ended June 30. 1941, were 5,200 or more
units, are required* to curtail output by
40 percent below the base period. Class
B manufacturers whose average was less
than 5,200 units, must cut 25 percent.
The industry now joins others in the
consumers' durable goods field whose
facilities are being inverted to war
work. Eighteencomplies, with factory
employment of approximately 12.000
workers, will be affected by the shut
down order. Supplementary General
Limitation Order Lf-18-b.
Approximately one-fourth of the in
dustry already has been converted 100
percent and all companies are now In
production of various types of war
supplies.
The initial curtailment for the indus
try, a 10 percent cut for Class A manu




ASKS MORE OF THEM
Because lumber is largely replacing
steel in wartime building construction,
"nail manufacturers ate being asked to
increase production during coming
months.
Twenty-six common nail manufactur
ers have been authorized by the Director
of Industry Operations to produce a total
of 72,000 tons of nails a month during
April, May, June, and July. The an
nouncement was made by C. E. Adams,
chief, iron and steel branch.
Nail production averaged 55,000 tons
a month In 1940 and had climbed to
65,000 tons a month by 1941.
Nail manufacturers have been directed
to sell their products only on orders car
rying preference ratings. Large con-
simiers buy a portion of the output di
rectly from manufacturers, but jobbers
stiU distribute a large percentage of total
production.
★ VICTORY ★
War invades Santa's workshop,
takes metals, plastics, colors
The War Production Board has invaded
Santa's workshop.
It issued an order (L-81) that will
stop production, after June 30, of toys
and games made of metal, plastic, and
other materials needed for the war.
The order permits use of enough metal
to hold together pieces of wood or other
noncritlcal materials which are expected
to be used as substitutes.
The order divides the needed war ma
terials into two groups. One, consisting
of iron, steel, zinc, and rayon, is listed
as Critical Material. Toys containing
more than 7 percent, by weight, of these
materials are affected by the order; those
containing 7 percent or less may continue
to be manufactured.
Supplycut offafter June 30
As to those affected, the order provides
that between now and June 30 toy and
game manufacturers may use up to 25
percent of the amoimt of Critical Mate
rial in the manufacture of such toys
which they used in a corresponding pe
riod In 1941. After June 30 they may use
none—except in toys containing 7 percent
or less of their weight of Critical
Material.
The second group consists of Pro
hibited Material and is treated stiU more
drastically. Prohibited Material consists
of a long list of metals, cloth, plastics,
colors, oils, and chemicals. The order
provides, among other things, that, effec
tive at once, none of these materials in
their raw state may be put Into process.
The prohibition does not apply to such
materials already in a semlprocessed or
processed state. After June 30 none of
the Prohibited Material may be used In
toys or games, not even by the assembly
of parts containing any of the Prohibited
Material.
Prohibited Material includes alloy
steels, chromium plating, copper, anti
mony, tin, cork, silk, plastics, certain
bright colors, certain oils, and certain
chemicals. The only colors permitted
are domestic earth colors, ultramarine
blue, carbon black, lampblack, boneblack,
titanium dioxide, and lithopone. A few
bright colors are permitted only for
stripes or bands.
SnbstitutioQ cited
M. D. Moore of the WPB consumers'
durable goods branch cited, as an ex
ample of the use of substitutes, the case
of a large children's play vehicle manu
facturing firm that has already perfected
a wood tricycle requiring no more steel
than is permitted by the order. Similar
substitutions are being made in boys'
coaster wagons.
Some of the toy manufacturers are
already engaged in direct war work. The
largest electric-train manufacturer is now
making binnacles, compasses, and other
precision instruments for the Navy. An
other concern is making flares and other
products.
Of the more than 600 toy and gams
companies, about 30 now have war con
tracts and more are expected to be able
to convert.
★ * ★
Production of all outboard
motors halted except for war
The War Production Board March 27
halted the production of all outboard
motors except for war orders.
At the same time it froze stocks of all
outboard motors of 6 horsepower and
- over in the hands of manufacturers, per
mitting delivery only of those in transit
at the close of business March 27.
The freeze order does not apply to mo
tors under 6 horsepower in the hands of^
manufacturers, nor does It apply to mo
tors of any size in the hands of distribu
tors or dealers
The Order, L-80, permits continued
manufacture of repair and replacement
parts up to 75 percent of a manufac
turer's average monthly production of
such parts in 1941.
The motors being frozen—6 horsepower
and over—will be made available to the
Army, Navy, Maritime Commission and
other Government war agencies not re
stricted by the order. Motors under 6
horsepower, referred to generally as fish
ing motors, will be made available to the
public until the present stock is ex
hausted, but nc more will be manufac
tured. Repair and replacement parts
may be made in April and succeeding
months up to 75 percent of each manu
facturer's average monthly production in
1941.
All of the motors have been manufac
tured by seven companies, located in the
Middle West area. Al! are already en
gaged in some direct war production and
within a short time almost their entire
capacity will be devoted to such work.
10 ★ VICTORY ★
Crude rubber, latex cut for 50 items,
banned in 20, to save 1,000 tons a month
List A to List B (requiring application to
the rubber branch for an allotment of
crude rubber) are;
Commercial diving equipment; belt splic
ing and repair materials; elevator and con
veyor belts; automotive V-beltfi; flat Irana-
mission and hog beater belts; rubber-lined
tanks, drums, and pipes; cable splicing com
pounds; loom pickers: feeding nipples; sur
geons' gloves; press die pads; and cements
for repair and manufacturing of shoes.
Completely eliminated from the use of
crude rubber by the March 30 amend
ment are:
Wire braid hose, brewers' hose, hatters'
belts and hat-forming bags, vacuum cleaner
belts, switchboard mats and matting, wringer
rolls, acoustic aids, hard-rubber syringes,
dental dam, and fountain syringes.
The revised order permits an Increase
from 80 percent to 100 percent in the
consumption rate for gasoline, oil tank
wagon, and sanitary hose.
Newly permitted products
Added to the permitted products are
cement gun hose, grease gun hose, hy
draulic control hose, and molded seals
for dam and lock gates, 100 percent;
molded cable connectors, and terminal
blocks, 80 percent: and self-adhering
gauze bandages and pneumatic truss
pads. 50 percent. A new classification
Is set up for autopsy, mortuary gloves,
and net-lined and all-rubber gloves for
handling corrosive or severely abrasive
materals at a 20 percent rate.
Changes in List C—products in which
latex can be consumed only in specific
percentages—are as follows:
Use in flat and round belts l£ reduced from
85 percent to 75 percent; in latex insulation
for fume ducts, fans, racks, pumps, valves,
etc., from 25 percent to 15 percent; in in
dustrial rubberized fabric gloves for handling
corrosives, from 50 percent to 20 percent.
Transferred to List D—products which re
quire permission for use of latex—are: Feed
ing nipples, surgeons' gloves; nonautomotlve
V-belts; and cements for manufacture of
shoes. Completely eliminated from use of
latex are: Blood pressure bags; inhalation
bags and face pieces (medical, surgical, etc.,);
operating cushions, sinus, and cautery bulbs;
and compounds for treating tire cords.
★ ★ ★
THOMAS, WESTBERG ADVANCED
Appointment of Fred W. Thomas, for
merly head of the feed and grain unit of
OPA, as associate price executive in the
food section and advancement of John
K. Westberg to Mr. Thomas' former post
was announced April l by Assistant
Administrator H. R. ToUey.
In a move to save more than 1,000 tons
of crude rubber and latex a month,
WPB on March 30 amended Supple
mentary Order M-15-b, reducing the
permitted consxmiption of crude rubber
or latex in more than 50 products, and
eiitninating entirely the use of crude rub
ber or latex in about 20 products.
IS more under strict control
The Amendment (No. 7) also transfers
more than 15 products from the lists
which allow use of rubber up to certain
percentages of a base period to lists of
products for which manufacturers must
have specific permission for the use of
rubber or latex from the rubber branch
of WPB.
The new list "A" of the order—that
listing products for which crude may be
used only up to certain percentages of
the average monthly consumption for the
year ended March 31, 1941—now con
tains 23 groups compared with the pre
vious list of 31.
List B—products for which manufac
turers must have specific permission-
has been increased from 10 to 27,
* Reductions listed
Reductions In the permitted rates of
consimiptlon include the following:
Concentrator belts, Industrial brake lin
ing and clutch facings, polishing belts, and
screen diaphragms, from 125 percent to 100
percent.
Cleats and bucket pads, last puller belts,
pulley lagging, round belt5, and street-
sweeper belts, from 100 percent to 80 per
cent.
Acid, chemical, high-pressure. Jetting and
hydraulic, railroad, rotary drillers", and sehd-
blast hose, from 125 percent to 100 percent.
Plre and mill hose, from 40 percent to 30
percent.
Hard rubber pipe and fittings, rubber
buckets, palls, etc., rubber insulators, fume
ducts, etc., for handling corrosive materials,
rubber pumps, and rubber covered rolls (ex
cept wringers, printers, fingerprint, and busi
ness machines), from 100 percent to 86 per
cent.
Storage battery parts, hard rubber sheets,
insulated tools, and magneto parts, from 125
percent to 80 percent.
Respirators, gas masks, mine safety bat
tery and lamp parts, from 125 percent to 100
percent.
Chute linings, oil well specialties, sheet,
strip and mechanical packings, and nonauto-
motive vibration dampers, from 100 percent
to 80 percent.
Automotive parts. 75 percent to 50 percent.
Electricians' gloves, 150 percent to 100
percent.
Mortuary gloves, 100 percent to 20 percent.
Surgical tape, 100percent to 85 percent.
Automotive fan belts, 30 percent to 20 per
cent.
Water bottles and syringes. 75 percent tc 50
percent.
Among the products transferred from
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Newhall named rubber
coordinator to direct and
integrate all current programs
Appointment of Arthur B. Newhall as
coordinator for rubber, with broad pow
ers to direct and integrate all current
programs dealing with the use, control,
or production of natural and synthetic
rubber, was announced March 31 by Don
ald M. Nelson, chairman of the WPB.
Subject to the direction of the chair
man, Mr. Newhall as rubber coordinator
will: '
1- Exercise general supervision over the work
of the rubber and rubber products branch
of the Division of Industry Operations, WPB;
2. Exercise general supervision over the work
of the synthetic rubber section of the Divi
sion of Materials, WPB;
3. Determine, whenever and to the extent
he deems it necessary, policies and standards
to govern priorities and allocations with re
spect to rubber, including both allocations
as betweeen essentl^civilian needs and other
broad classes of aSmand and allocations
among particular civilian needs;
4. Exercise general supervision over the ac
tivities of the Bureau of Industrial Conserva
tion of the War Production Board relating
to rubber, with particular reference to salvage,
conservation, and substitution;
5. Coordinate and exercise general super
vision over all work within the War Produc
tion Board relating to military or civilian
specifications involving th-* use of rubber;
To represent WPB chairman
6. Coordinate the rationing of rubber tlrea
and tubes by the OlBce of Price Administra
tion with activities within the War Produc
tion Board relating to rubber;
7. Represent the chairman of the War Pro
duction Board in relation to the activities of
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation or
any subsidiary thereof, and the OfBce of the
Petroleum Coordinator for National Defense,
with respect to: (a) The provision of addi
tional facilities for the production of syn
thetic rubber or any of the raw materials
therefor; (b) the stockpiling of rubber; (c)
the purchase or sale of rubber or rubber prod
ucts; and (d) the financing of additional
production facilities or of transactions in
rubber or rubber products;
8. Coordinate measures for enlisting public




changed to help seasonal users
WPB Order Ij-46 providing for cur
tailment of electric power in the Niagara
Falls frontier area in time of shortage,
has been amended to change the base
period for limiting increases in deliveries
from the maximum demand during the
month of January 1942, to the maximum
demand occurring during any month
within the 12-month period ending Jan
uary 31. 1942. The original provision
worked a hardship on seasonal consumers
who may not operate in January,
Aprii 7, 1942
Antimosiy under allocation
May 1; restricted till then
Allocation control over antimony, im
portant lead and tin alloy, was ordered
March 30 by the Director of Industry
Operations with issuance of General
Preference Order M-112. Complete al
location will become effective May 1.
Special directloQs have been issued lor tbe
control of deliveries during the period Irora
the issuance date to May 1. These provide
that:
Emrlng April, deliveries to any one cus
tomer must not exceed deliveries to him
for either January or February of this
year.
No deliveries may be made In April on
preference ratings lower than A-10.
Effective July 1, use of antimony In any
form is prohibited in the manufacture of pig
ments or opaclflers for paints, lacquers, and
enamels, or for toys and decorative and orna
mental objects.
Effective on July 1 also is a limitation on
the amount of new antimony which may
be used in the production of alloys for au
tomotive batteries. New antimony for such
purposes is limited to 7 percent of the total
used, with the remainder coming from scrap
and secondary metal.
The antimony content of alloys for use
In battery grids must not exceed 7.5 percent
by weight.
Effective Immediately, the weight of anti
mony in any alloy is limited to 0.5 percent
unless specifications call for more, and then
the limit is 0.8 percent additional.
Consumers of antimony are required to
file, by April 20, and by the 20tb of evei7
month thereafter, their orders on Form PD-
381 with suppliers and a report on Form
PD-380 with the War Production Board.
Possessors of antimony in excess of 100
pounds" must file an inventory report by
April 20 on Form PD-380.
Persons requiring small amounts of anti
mony monthly are not required to file
monthly reports, provided they have -filed
the Inventory report by April 20.
★ ★ ★
Allocating semifinished steel
discontinued for seamless tube"
To assure maximum steel usage in the
direct war effort, semifinished steel will
no longer be allocated to manufacturers
of seamless tubing who do not make their
own steel, C. E. Adams, chief, iron and
steel branch, announced March 30.
Instead, manufacturers of this type
must rely in the future on the use of
priority ratings, except in cases where
the tubing itself is allocated.
Nonintegrated producers of steel
sheets and pipe (those that do not make
their own steel) who have been buying
their semifinished steel from integrated
manufacturers, must also rely on prior
ity ratings In the future.
This decision was announced in a tele
gram to all manufacturers.
★ VICTORY ★
GUN INVENTORY UNDER WAY
Dealers and wholesalers who have
shotguns, pistols, and rifles In stock have
been ordered to report to the Govern
ment on their inventories of such fire
arms, many of which will be bought by
the Government through the Defense
Supplies Corporation. Forms PD-382
and PD-383 have been sent to them for
this purpose.
Sales of firearms have been restricted
by the WPB in Umitatlon Order L-60,
issued on February 27, except for sales
for State, locai, and Federal Govern
ment use. to Allied Governments, or for
Lend-Lease purposes. Information on
other permitted exceptions should be se
cured from tbe Governmental Require
ments Bureau, which is administering
the order.
Officials of the Bureau said that as
soon as the report forms are tabulated,
steps will be taken to unfreeze the
stocks which the Government does not
need. Meanwhile, users such as war
plants may ask the Governmental Re
quirements Bureau for permission to buy
arms.
★ ★ ★
Tin tops for glass containers
limited or forbidden
Use of tinplate and terneplate as
closures for glass containers was brought
under control by WPB April 3 with the
issuance of Conservation Order M-104.
The order restricts the production of
tinplate or terneplate crown caps for
bottled beer and soft-drinks after a
four-week period, and lists other specific
products for which tinplate or terne
plate closures may not be produced after
a similar interim period.
Cover caps made of tinplate or terne
plate, designed as closures for tomato
catsup, chill sauce, and for home-use
jars of Jelly, jam, marmalade or pre
serves may no longer be produced. This
restriction was effective immediately.
The WPB containers branch, which is
administering the order, said that ap
proximately 1,600 tons of tin annually
would be saved by the order.
★ ★ *
WPB asks fewer tacks in shoes
The shoe and leather products section,
WPB, suggested April 1 that shoe manu
facturers immediately cut the use of
tacks by 20 percent to reduce the amount
of tack plate and other metal for tacks
consumed by the Industry.
11
10 yellow to brown dyes,
needed for uniforms, banned
for civilians; others cut
Because dyestuffs are necessary for
the manufacture of military uniforms
the Director of Industry Operations is
sued on March 29 Conservation Order
M-103, curtailing civilian use of organic
coloring matter.
The order, effective immediately, pro
vides that 10 dyes with colors ranging
from orange and yellow to brown, khaki
and olive drab, be set aside entirely for
war use.
Civilian use of all other anthraquinone
vat dyes and other derivative dyes is lim
ited for the second quarter of 1942 to
12y2 percent of the amount used during
1941.
The order provides that no producer
may export more than 8 percent of his
total dyes requiring anthraquinone or
derivatives in their manufacture. Thjs
requirement is expected to place civilians
of Allied countries on an approximately
equal footing with civilians in the United
States.
According to the order a producer may
export 3 percent of his total production
of those basic dyes set aside for war use.
WPB officials expect this will make avail
able to the Allied countries the dyes with
which they can dye uniforms for their
armed forces. These include the Latin
American nations, India, the Netherlands
Indies, and the Free French forces.
Anyone who is not a manufacturer of
dyestuffs but who has any of the 10 dyes
on list "A" of the order in excess of the
amount scheduled to be used by him prior
to April 30,1942, must resell or return the
excess dyes to their manufacturer.
* ★ ★
Persons buying trousers
unfinished warned of rule
The apparel section of WPB said April
2 that it has been advised from several
sources that some pei'sons are buying
suits or trousers at retail and having
them delivered to their homes with the
trousers unfinished or finished with
more than a reasonable turn-up.
The Apparel Section called attention
to paragraph (c) (2) of the men's
and boys' clothing simplification order
(M-73-a). which reads;
"No person shall finish a pair of
trousers made of wool cloth with cuffs
or cause such to be finished with cuffs
by others for his account."
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Use of scarce materials limited
for ink making; high rating
aids manufacturers
The WPB indicated March 30 that it
intends to assist the printing and pub
lishing industry isofar as possible, by the
issuance of two orders governing the
manufacture of printing inks.
The first, M-53, limits in varying per
centages the amount of scarce materials
which can be used in the manufacture
of inks, and the second, P-94, assigns the
high preference rating of A-5 to enable
manufacturers to obtain these materials.
M-53 limits to 70 percent by quarters,
compared to 1941, the use of these mate
rials in the manufacture of printing inks:
Chrome yellows and oranges, molybdate
orange, chrome green, orange mineral
and organic pigments. Iron blue is simi
larly restricted to 100 percent.
Other provisions
"Use of oil soluble toners in any black
ink or news ink is prohibited. Use of
alkali blue or other organic toner in
black ink is restricted to 8 percent by
weight in paste form or 4 percent in the
form of dry color.
Use of glycerol phthalate or phenolic
resins in the production of gloss inks is
prohibited. A number of substitutes are
available in this field.
P-94 assigns a preference rating of A-5
to 50 percent of the average monthly use
in 1941 of the inorganic colors and or
ganic pigments restricted by M-53 to 70
percent use. Iron blues, zincated resins
and ester gum may be purchased under
the rating up to 80 percent of 1941 use.
Form PD-345 is provided for reports
from producers monthly. This form will
be available in about 10 days.
Both orders are effective immediately.
P-94 expires on June 30, 1942, and M-53
has no terminal date.
Neither order places any restriction as
to how a manufacturer of printing ink
shall use the materials he can obtain nor




Defense Transportation Director East
man announced April 1 the appointment
of Neil S. Laidlaw as associate director
of the division of coastwise and inter-
coastal transport.




1. Assigns prerereoce ratings
to shipments in classifies-
tionsIaDdIIofM-28.
Antimony: |




a. MUntenance and cxpansloD o(
plants canning fruits and
vegetables;
I. Canners who use leased
machinery entitled to
same preference ratings
as If they owoed the ma
chinery. —
Caskets. Shipping Casesand BuflH
Vaults:
a. Curtallsuse ofcertain metalsin
manufacture.
Chemicals:
a. Materials (or maintenance, re
pair and operating supplies;
1. rurtherclariflcatlon of "op
erating supplies".




1. Postpones effective date to
May 1,1012.
ChromJiun—to conserve supply and
direct distribution:
a. Supplementary order:
1. Limits use of chromium In
chemlcsis.
Closures and Associated items;
a. Prohibits use of copper and
coppcr base alloy, steel, zinc,
and zinc base alloy in msna-
facture of certain items.
Copper:
a. Clarifies use of bronze powder.
ink. pa.<tc,and lead by print
ing and publishing industry.
h. Supplementary order;
I. Permits public utilities to
use in own operations
wire or cable that has be
come strap through ob
solescence, provided
lengths arc is cxcessofS
feet and monthly total
less than 5 tons.
Cork:
a. To insure equal distribution
Cotton {Egyptian, imported):
a. Conservation order:
1. Restricts sale, use and de





a. Conservation order M-103
Electrical Appliances:
a. Discontinues use of critical li-66
materlak is manufacture
after May 31 production
halted except orders rated
higher than A-2,
Farm Machinery and Equipment;
a. Material (or production;
1. Includes Irrigation equip- P-M amend. No
ment and increases man- 1.
ufacturing percentage
quotas of various types
of machinery.
b. To restrict production:
1. Additional equipment not
included iu oricinal pro
gram.
Flashlights:
a. Cases and batteries:




a month placed under aUoca-
lion control.
Goatskins, Kidskins, end Cabrettaa:
ft. Conservation order..
Bon^;
k. To conserve present stocks
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Subjcct Order number Kelated form Issued
Zxp. date
KitcbeD, Hflusebold. and otber Mis-
ccllsnenus Articles:
». Curlslls use of iroo, steel, and
line in manufacture o( ceitain




•. Matpriai foi production





a. To euriaii production;
1. Iron nnd stcc) used in manu-





1. April lead pool set at IS
percent of February 1012.
Manila Cordage:
a. Cordage rannu/scturcr need not
Include in sales quota de
fense orders placed and
ready for delivery prior
to Mer. 2, 1M2, hut wbicb
could not be delivered by
then for reasons beyond
his control.
Metal SidDS; . , ,




Nickel: ^ ^ .
a. Definitions changed; amended
and extended.
OfTiCC machinery:
a. Bestfietions made applieamo to
wide-carriaie typewriters
Office supplies: , , , ,
a. Curtails use of certain materials
in uianufBciure of metal office
supplies.
Outboard motors and parts;
a. To rrstrict production:
I. Balls production except for
defense orders.
Plumbing and beatisg;
a. Caet iron tubular radiators....
P-62














b. Prohibits use of copper or cop
per base alloy in certain Items.
Power (electric):
a. Changes base period for Umltmg
increases In deliveries from
maximum demand daring
January 1S42 to maximum
demand durii^ any month




L Limits In varying percent
ages amoiint of searcc ma
terials n-hich can be used
in manufacture of tnb.
b. Assigns pre/creccc rating l« M
percent of Bverage monthly
use in 1641 of Inorganir colors
and orEanic pigments re




1. Kero.ceDe refrigerators ex
cluded from order baiting
production alter Apr. 30.
b. Domcftiemecbaaical:
1. Dealers permitted to fell
entire stocks.
e. Permits acquisition of strategic
materials from refrigerator
manufacturers by any com







a. Preference rating covermg ma
terial entering into experi
mental and reaeareb for air
craft raised and order ex
tended.
Sough Diamonds;
a. Provides for inventory—
L-80.
Schednle No. 0 to
L-42.
























































Publishers given stay of ban
on bronze powder, paste, ink
An interpretation and supplement to
Copper Order M-9-c coverlnE the use of
bronze powder, Ink, paste, and Jead by
the printing and publishing industry were
Issued March 28 by Industry Operations
Director Knowlson.
The effect of the order and interpreta
tion is to permit a limited use of these
materials for 2 months, after which their
use must be discontinued entirely.
The interpretation points out that the
use of these copper derivatives in print
ing and publishing is deemed decorative
and would be prohibited after March 31,
1842. under the terms of the order.
However, because some confusion has
existed in regard to the application of
M-9-C to the use of these materials. Sup-
plementaiT Order M-S-c-3 was issued
Mai'ch 28, postponing for 2 months the
prohibition against use of these mate
rials in the printing and publishing in
dustry and permitting consumption of
inventory stocks.
After May 31. 1942. the complete prohibi
tion becomes effective. Each printer and
publisher who lateiicls to take advantage of
this 60-daystay must file with the War Pro
duction Board before April 20. 1942. his In
ventory as of March 31 of all bronze powder,
ink pa£t€ and leaf and a staUment cf his
uses in the year 1941. In the ensuing 60
davs he may use IBVs percent, ail from pres
ent inventory, of the amount he used la
1941.
other \ises of copper and copper produda
bv the printing and publishing industry and
related trades are not deemed decorative and
are governed by the general provisions of
Order M-9-c which limits the use of copper
in any quarter to approximately 70 percent




supplies under cbemical rating
Drums, containers, and other pack
ages, and materials to be physically in
corporated in them, are included in "op
erating supplies" under the terms of the
preference rating order for the chemical
industry, P-89. it was explained March
28 in an official interpretation of the
order issued by the Director of Industry
Operations.
Also included In "operating supplies."
for which a preference rating of A-3 may
be assigned by producers as defined in
the order, are materials to be used for
sealing or fastening packages.
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PRIORITY ACTIONS
Bubjcct



















a. Seduccs coiunmption of crude
rubber or latex In more tban




0. Rubber yarn or elastic thread;
1. Conservation order....
Steol and Iron:
ft. Corrcsion and heat resistant
clirotBe ste«l.
b. Pig iron;
1. Complete allocation of pfg
irou supplies.
Sugar—to conserve supply and dl-
root distributions
«. BcCners tnay fulfil! sugar re
quirements ofbeclieepers and
the USO without charge to
their quotas,
b. SupnlemcDtary order:
1. Kesirictlons on primary
distributors,
e. SupplementBry order:




J. Quotes tor raw or invert
direct<onsumptinn sugar.
f. Sopi^ementary order:
1. Haisos raw sugar for period
Jan. 1 to Sept. 30. 1042.
Tea—to restrict distribution:
a. Places restrictions on deliveries
and recelpu.
b. Suppleoirntory ord«;
I. Quotas provided for
Tin:









1. Production and delivery of




a. Production of toys and gamcx
made of metal, plastic and
other critical materials
stopped after June 30.
Utilities:









2 and ext. No. 2.
PD-69,70,71,71d.. Until revoked.





































WPB orders national inventory
of rough diamonds
A Nation-wide inventory of rough dia
monds, used in making machine tools
and for numerous other phases of the
war effort, was announced March 28 by
Industry Operations Director Knowlson.
Conservation Order M-109, issued and
effective March 27, provides that all per
sons, who, on March 31, 1942, had In
their possession or had title to 10 carats
or more of rough diamonds must report
them to the War Production Board by
April 15, 1942. Subsequent reports must
be made quarterly. Form PD-376 is
provided for this purpose.
Also must report sales, transfers
Sales, transfers, and imports of rough
diamonds also must be reported. Sales
of rough diamonds in quantities of more
than 5 carats must be reported within
10 days on Form PD-377. Imports also
must be reported within 10 days on Form
PD-377. Sales or transfers of less thar^
5 cai-ats must be reported monthly on
Form PD-378. Forms H)-376, 377 and
373 were to be available In about ten
days from March 28.
The order does not apply to cut or
polished diamonds used as gems nor to
rough diamonds incorporated in a tool in
Use. Diamonds in unused tools must be
reported.
In addition to the inventory aspect, the
purpose of WPB is to channel industrial
diamonds directly into war uses and to
eliminate insofar as possible sales of





Preference Rating Order P-77, cover
ing material for the rebuilding of ma
chine tools, has been extended to May 1,
1942. This order, which applies only in
the case of companies to which an indi
vidual copy of the order has been ad
dressed with a serial number, was sched
uled to expire April 1.
Companies operating under the order
have been advised that they will be ex
pected as soon as possible to shift over
to use of the Production Requirements
Plan. However, some special problems
have arisen in connection with applica
tion of PRP to this industry, and the ex
tension is designed to permit further
study and any necessary adjustments.
p-(6 amended. 8-20-42 &^o-4a. AsasslgiMd.
b. Supplementary order:
I. Zinc pool for April
Company
Lubbock Bardvare & Supply
Co., Lubboct,, Tet.
Hunter and Havens, Inc.,
Bridgeport. Conn.
Huron Steel Co., Detroit, Mich
Oadsen Hardware Co.. Oadsea,
Ala.
Qenesee Bridge Co., Inc., Rocb-
ester, N. y.
The Faeth Co., Kansas City
Mo.
Baker Steel and Tube Co., Los
Angeies. Calif.
Swedish SteelMills' A. A., Inc.,
New York City, N. Y.
J. B. Beaird Corporation, Shreve-
porl. La.
L-l»-b.




















Acceptance of dcliverie<! In ex






















































N. B. Bragg & Sous, Baagor,
Msinc,
Coulirr. Sibbctt & Barke, Los
ADseles. Cnlif.
DaytoD Hardware & Supply Co.,
Dayton, Onio.
Delftwaro Bardwere Co., WD
mington, Del.
Fable & Co., PhlUdelpbia. Pa...













Suspension ol deliver 3-27-42 &-30-42
ies.










Ross-Fraier Iron Co., Bt. Joseph,
Mo.
Cba.1. 0. Stereos Co., Chicago,
111.
StrattOD & Tcrstegga Co., Louia-
Tille, Ky.
Super Steels, Inc., CJeTOl&od,
ohio.






Suspension of dcJlTer- 3-27-42 6-30^2
ies.
3-27-42 e-30-42
Reduction of deliver 3-27-42 6-30-42
ies.
3-27-42 6-30-12
Most of U, S. industry to be brought under
Production Requirements Plan in move
for closer control of scarce materials
A fundamental change in the priori
ties system was announced March 21 by
Director of Industry Operations Knowi-
son.
Blanket ratings to go
A specific requirements approach to
the control and distribution of scarce
materials will replace the use of general
or blanket priority rating orders as rap
idly as the necessary new orders and
procedures can be put into effect. Be
tween April 1 and June 30, most of the
blanket rating orders will be revoked or
allowed to expire, and companies which
have been operating under blanket rat
ings will be required to apply for priority
assistance under the Production Require
ments Plan.
Under the Production Requirements
plan, a company makes a single appli
cation for priority assistance covering all
of its estimated materials needs over a
3-month period. Interim applications
may be filed when a company needs ad
ditional quantities of material during the
quarter because of increased war or other
essential business.
A Modified Production Requirements
Plan has been developed to meet the
needs of small firms whose business is
less than $100,000 a year. Such com
panies may use a simplified application
form, PD-25X.
Hie effect of placing virtually all of
American industry, including producers
who supply the Army and Navy, under
the Production Requirements Plan will
be to give the War Production Board
closer control of the distribution and use
of all scarce materials.
Because it would be physically impos
sible to handle the load of PRP appli
cations if they were to be submitted
immediately from all companies in all
industries, the change-over from the use
of blanket ratings will be continuous over
a period of 3 months, and each industry
will be notified as to the date by which
the change must be completed.
To gear economy to war
New limitation or conservation orders
will continue to be issued to curtail pro
duction by nonessential and less essential
industries which still use scarce materials
and to force substitutions for scarce ma
terials wherever possible in essential in
dustries. All ratings assigned under PRP
will be subject to such controls.
The extension of PRP to cover a much
broader field, and its substitution for
"P" orders, will constitute another long
step toward gearing the whole American
economy into the war program. When
the change-over is completed, priority as
sistance will be granted only for specified
quantities of materials or products, and
the War Production Board will then be in
a position to go as far toward complete
allocation as war needs may require.
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Financial advice to contractors
controHed by new bureau
Organization of a bureau of finance in
the Division of Industry Operations to
assist contractors and subcontractors in
solving financial problems which may
arise in cormection with the handling of
war orders was announced March 28 by
Director of Industry Operations Knowl-
son.
Closercontacts with industry braaches
The bureau will take over the func
tions and personnel of the financial sec
tion of the Contract Distribution Branch
of the WPB Production Division. Brad
ley Nash, who has been head of tliis
financial section since June 1941, will be
chief of the new unit.
Transfer of the bureau to the Division
of Industry Operations will make possi
ble closer contact between the bureau's
financial experts and the staffs of the
industry branches in the division, with
special reference to financial problems
involved in converting civilian industries
to war work.
Acts in advisory capacity
The bureau of finance does not make
any loans or dispense any funds to con
tractors, but furnishes advice and assist
ance about financial matters to com
panies engaged in war production or
desirous of obtaining war contracts or
subcontracts. It also endeavors to be
helpful in working out the financial re
quirements when a group of manufac
turers undertakes to pool facilities for
war work.
The bureau of finance now has about
35 representatives located in WPB field
offices. The staff has recently been han
dling about 500 new cases a month in
volving amounts running from as little
as one thousand dollars up into millions.
To help arrange 6naccing
The bureau endeavors wherever pos
sible to arrange financing of war work
through commercial banks. When the
required financial assistance cannot be
so arranged the bureau assists the con
tractor to make the proper application to
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation,
a Federal Reserve bank, or other Gov
ernment financing agency.
Financial advice and assistance are
provided by the bureau for companies
which have difBcuIty in obtaining suffi
cient working capital to handle war con
tracts as weU as for those wliich need to
expandor alter their production facilities.
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LABOR...
Board declines jurisdiction of wage case
while binding contract is still in force
Brotherhood of Boiler Makers. Iron Ship
builders and Helpers. AFL.
An increase in the base rate from 96 cents
tc 81,05 per hour retroactive to December 30,
1941. was agreed upon and on July 1. 1942.
the wage question is to be again subject to
discussion. The union security issue was
settled by a clause to be Inserted Into the
contract advocating maintenance of mem
bership for the duration of the workers" em
ployment and the company Is to furnish all
new employees with a copy of the contract
and will advise them to become members of
the union. The agreement will affect 185 em
ployees of the company.
The panel which heard the case was com
posed of Professor I. L. Sharfman, Fred
Krafft. and Richard Oray,
Toledo, Peoria & Western Railroad
Judge Benjamin C. HiUlard of the Su
preme Court of Colorado was appointed by
the Board last week as arbitrator of all Is
sues in dispute between the Toledo, Peoria
& Western Railroad and the Brotherhood of
Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen and the
Brotherhoodof RailroadTrainmen. The ap
pointment was made in accordance with the
Board's decision of February 27 ordering the
dispute to be ai'bitrated. Refusal by Mr
George P. McNear, president of the road, to
accept the Board's order resulted on March
21 in Federal seizure and operation of the
road.
In the Executive order, the President di-
rected the Director o'f the Office of Defense
Transportation to manage the railroad"pend
ing such termination of the existing labor
mspute as may be approved by the National
War Labor Board."
The telegram to Mr. McNear announcing
Judge Hllliard's appointment stated that
nua) fiettlcment of the controversy wUl
depend upon your compliance with the Presi
dent's order that the dispute be arbitrated"
and asked him to notify the Board If and
when he is ready to proceed with aj-bltratlon
Federated Fishing Boats
April 7, 1942
labor members were Robert J. Watt and
R. J. Thomas.
American Smelting and Refining
A three-man arbitration board last week
made Its award settling the dispute between
two plants of the American Smelting Si Re
fining Co..at San Francisco and Selby, Calif.,
and two locals of the International Union
of Mine. Mill and Smelter Workers. CIO.
The arbitration board was composed of Judge
Walter P. Stacy, John E. Connelly, and Sher
man Dalrymple, with Mr. Dalrymple dissent
ing from the award which was that the wage
scales and conditions prevailing at the two
plants should not "be further disturbed dur
ing the remaining term" of the two contracts.
The case was certified to the Board on
February 5 and at the hearings before the
panel in March It was agreed that the dispute
be settled by arbitration with the members
of the panel acting as arbitrators. The award
will affect 250 employees at the San Francisco
plant and 550 at the Selby plant.
New cases
The new cases certified to the Board last
week Involved the following: Western Electric
Co.. Kearny. N. J. and the Western Electric
Employees Assn., affiliated with the National
Federation of Telephone Workers and the
Assn. of Communications Equipment Work
ers, both independent; Committee of
Employers. Seattle. Wash, and the Int. Wood-
workers of America. CIO; the Shell Oil Co
Houston, Texas and the Oil Workers Internal
tional Union, CIO: Roller Bearing Co of
America, Trenton, N. J. and the United Auto
mobile Workers. CIO; Johns ManvlUe Co . Ell-
lerlca, Mass, and Nashua, N, H. and District
50, United Mine Workers, CIO; Frank Found
ries Corp.. Mollne. III. and the United
Automobile Workers, CIO; Cornell DubUler
Condenser Corp., South Plalnfield. N. j., and
the Int. Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
AFL, and the United Electrical, Radio and
Machine Workers. CIO; Westinghouse Air
Brake Co., Wllmerdlng. Pa. and the United
Electrical. Radio and Machine Workers. CIO-
Armour Leather Co.. Wllllamsport, Pa. and
the Int. Fiir and Leather Workers. CIO; and
Nevada Consolidated Copper Co., Santa Rita
and Hurley. New Mexico and the Metal De
partment, AFL.
The National War Labor Board last
week Issued a decision in one case, de
clined to take jurisdiction In another
on the ground that a binding contract is
still in existence, closed the primary
hearings in the Little Steel case, reached
agreement in one case, made an arbitra
tion award in another case and received
certification of 10 new disputes.
Postal Telegraph
For a second time since its creation, tbe
National War Labor Board unanimously de
clined to take jurisdiction In a dispute and
returned the case to the Secretary of Labor.
The case involved the Postal Telegraph Cable
Co.. New York, N. Y., and the American.Com
munications Association, CIO. The union Is
asking for wage increases. The Board's de
cision was based upon the grounds that a
contract Is In existence between the parties
which may not be altered under its terms
without the mutual consent of the parties.
In announcing the action of the Board.
Mr. Davis, chairman, said:
"The present wage structure Is set by the
terms of a contract agreed upon by the com'-
pany and the union, which binds the parties
until October 1, 1942. No changes can be
made under this contract except by mutual
consent. This Board will not be used by
either management or labor to escape from
the terms of any voluntary collective bar
gaining agreement while that agreement is
still in effect. To adopt any other course
would do Irreparable harm to the whole struc
ture of Industrial relations In this country
and endanger successful prosecution of the
war."
The dispute was certified to the Board
March 25 and involves 10.710 employees.
Little Steel
The fact-finding panel of the Board hear
ing the dispute between four steel companies
and the Steel Workers Organizing Commit
tee. CIO, began last week the task of digest
ing over 3,000 pages of testimony taken
during more than a month of hearings.
The union and the companies involved—
Bethlehem Steel Co., Republic Steel Corp.,
Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co.. and Inland
Steel Co.—have been given until April 15
to file rebuttals, and on April 22 the panel
and the parties will reconvene for question
ing by the panel on the basis of their study
of the record and the rebuttals. The panel
will then make Its report to the full Board.
The panel in the case is composed of
Arthur S. Meyer, chairman of the New York
State Board of Mediation. Cyrus Ching. vice
president of United States Rubber Co. and
Richard Prankensteen. director of aircraft
organization of the United Automobile
Workers. CIO. Hearings began February 26
over the union's demands for per day
wage Increase and the union shop. The dis
pute involves a total of 182,000 employees
of the four companies.
Food Machinery CorporatioD
After only two days of hearings, a volun
tary agreement was reached settling all issues
In dispute between the Pood Machinery
Corp., Lakeland, Fla. and the International
In a 4-to-2 decision, with the labor mem
bers dissenting, the Board ordered that ths
war risk Insurance dispute between the Fed
erated Fishing Boats of New England and
New York. Inc.. Boston, Mass., and the Atlan
tic Fishermen's Union. AFL. should be settled
by dividing ihat cost evenly between the fish
ermen and the employers. Radio officers
serving on fishing vessels of the employers
were also granted war risk bonuses with the
expense of such additional compensation to
be shared equally by employers and fisher
men.
At the time the case was certified to the
Board In January, some 800 men were on
strike and 57 boats were tied up in Boston
Harbor. The ernployers at first refused to
comply with the Board's request that they
advance the premium for the Insurance until
ft final determination of the issue could be
made by the Board, but on February 14 the
employers finally agreed to the Board's order,
A public hearing was held in the case on
March 12, and it was on the basis of that
hearing that the decision was made. Both
decisions were written by Dr. George W.
Taylor, vice chairman of the Board, and
were concurred In by Frank P. Graham, pub
lic member, and Roger Lapham and George
H. Mead, employer members. The dissenting
•A- ★ ★
Fluorescent lighting fixture
production halted by WPB
WPB on April 2 ordered an immediate
end to the production of fluorescent
lighting fixtures except for use of existing
Inventories for a period of 20 days and
certain other excepted purposes.
The order (Limitation Order 1^78) is
expected to result in the saving of 35,000
tons of steel. 2,200 tons of copper, and
5,200 pounds of mercury.
Tlie terms of the order prohibit the
manufacture or assembly of any fluores
cent lighting fixture or part, notwith
standing existing contracts or agree
ments, except on orders bearing a pref
erence rating of A-2 or better.
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Meeting plane schedules, Tool plant's production committee cited
ahead on tanks, says Nelson, effort to keep going in flood
but warns we must do more . .
Excerpts from an address by Donald
M. Nelson, Chairman, War Production
Board, before a banquet of the Military
Order of the World War. April 4:
Whenyoulookback.I am sure youwill
agree that we set out to do the impossi
ble. We have not yet done the impos-
sible—butwe are doing it. The achieve
ments this Nation has recorded during
the last 20-odd months are as remarkable
as anything in our history. We cannot
be satisfied, because the sky is the limit;
but do not let the fact that we are not
satisfied delude you into the feeling that
nothing much has been accomplished.
Ab "impossible" program
The airplane production program
adopted after Pearl Harbor was pre
sumed by practically everyone to be
bigger than could possibly be attained.
It was an "impossible" program If there
ever was one. We met our schedules in
January and we made 23 percent more
planes than we had made in December.
We exceeded our schedules in February
which, of course, called for an increase
over January. In March again we met
the schedule whichincreases in line with
the President's objective.
We are ahead of schedule on tank pro
duction. Our production of merchant
shipping isrising rapidly; we should meet
this year's schedule. The same is true
of our production of anti-aircraft and
anti-tank guns.
Yet this is no time for easy optimism.
Measured by any ordinary standard, this
Nation has done extremely well: but we
aren't measuring by ordinary standards
any more. Instead, we are measuring
our performance against the greatest
emergency the country has ever faced.
What would be superlative performance
at any other time could easily turn out
to be short of the goal we must reach.
It has been said often, but we must con
tinue to say it—no matter how well we
are doing, we must do even better.
Speaking for the millions of men and
women engaged on the home front In
the great job of providing those weapons
and that support, I want to say this to
our fighting men everywhere:
You have given us hope and courage.
We will live up to the ideal you have set
for us. We know what your need is; we
are going to move ahead and meet that
need in spite of any and all obstacles.
We will not let you down.
Donald M. Nelson, Chairman of the
War Production Board, on March 28 per
sonally cited the management-labor pro
duction committee in the Batavia. N. Y.,
plant of the Doehler Die Casting Co. for
heroic efforts to keep production going
during the recent Tonawanda Creek
flood.
Workedin water up to knees
The plant's management-labor com
mittee sent a graphic report to Produc
tion Drive headquarters detailing efforts
made to keep the plant going. At times
officials and workers labored In water up
to their knees to continue operations.
Mr. Nelson wrote the plant manage
ment-labor committee, known as the
Victory Production Board;
"I have just received your full report
of the way labor and management
worked tirelessly together to keep pro
duction going during the Tonawanda
Creek flood.
"Toat is precisely the kind of enthu
siastic cooperative effort we are asking
for in our production drive, and it rep
resents the spirit which will carry this
Nation to victory. When we are ready
to award recognition formally for out
standing achievements your conunittee
will certainly be eligible for considera
tion for an award.
As good as firing a gun
"Meanwhile,please extend my congrat
ulations to all the men whoproved them
selves heroes of production during the
flood. They are destroying our enemies
as surely as If they were firing a gun."
The committee reported that the first
warning of the flood came at 11 a. m.
March 17:
"Both management and labor worked
as a body to save aU equipment and
materials in the plant. No one was con
cerned whether he was a plant official
or a worker in the plant. They worked
in water which at times was up to their
knees and continued to operate equip
ment In the plant untU the water forced
them to stop production. The quantities
of metal and packing material which
were saved through coordination of
management and labor amounted to
many thousands of dollars. Because of
such action, only 16 hours elapsed before
the plant was in operation again."
The committee singled out for special
praise the maintenance crew under
Harry Heller, Sr.; Ted Pickering, plant
manager, and the traffic department
under William McCue.
The National Association of Die Cast
Workers (CIO) which has a closed-shop
contract with the company waived pro
visions of its agreement to permit men
to work regardless of their shift without
overtime for the first eight hours.
The Victory Production Board was or
ganized at the plant on November 11,
1941. Its membership is made up as
follows:
Raymond Wood, chief steward of the
union, and chairman of the board; John
McGarigal, plant superintendent; Fran
cis Kennedy, union president; A. E.
Swanson,assistant plant superintendent;
George Hodgson, plant metallurgist;
William Schaefer, maintenance depart
ment; William Kane, personnel director;
Ernest Pawnell, casting machine opera
tor; John Rhoads, superintendent of the
brass division: Arthur Griswold, perma
nent mouldpourer; Mr.Wood was named
chairman of the Board.
When Chairman Nelsonannounced the
Production Drive, the Victory Boards In
the Doehler plants volunteered to par
ticipate in the drive.
★ ★ ★
We are all on trial,
Nelson warns in Supplement
to Production Drive book
WPB Chairman Nelson on March 31
told labor and management they are on
trial before the American public and that
"this is om last chance to show that a
free economy can survive and be strong."
His statement appeared in a foreword
to a supplementto the Official Plan Book,
the master plan for the War Production
Drive. The supplement was mailed last
week to primary war contractors.
Newposters that will be available dur
ing April are reproduced. Accompanying
the supplement is a master military map
which, it is suggested, may be enlarged
by plant War Production Drive commit
tees. From time to time, the supplement
reports, the War and NavyDepartments
will issue officialcommuniques describing
the performance of equipment in action.
This will enable committees to indicate
on the map spots where equipment made





Sugar refiners' deliveries restricted to
nearby areas, to conserve East's supply
The War ProducUon Board has ordered
sugar refiners to restrict deliveries of re
fined domestic cane sugar to certain areas
adjacent to their refineries.
The action (Supplementary Order
M-55-d) was taken to prevent further
depletion of the sugar supply in the East,
particularly in the New England States.
Simultaneously, the WPB issued three
other supplementary orders, M-55-c,
M-55-e, M-55-f, and an amendment to
order M-98-a.
April quota set
These orders and amendment do the
following things;
Pix the April refined sugar delivery quota
at 80 percent of April 1941 dellverlefi, and
extend restrictions to all Industrial ixsers.
Set aside 15 percent ol the stocks of beet
sugar and 15 percent of future beet sugar
production for shipment as directed by the
WPB.
Establish a special annual quota for Invert
reflned sugar. Invert refined sugar Is a type
of glucose.
Raise certain raw sugar quotas,
ZoDes defined
Supplementary order M-55-d restricts
the sale and shipment of domestic refined
sugar to specific zones, which are as
follows;
1. Refiners in New England may ship to
points only In the six New England States
2. Refiners In New York. Philadelphia, and
Baltimore may ship to points only In Massa
chusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New
York. New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware
Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, and the'
District of Columbia.
3. Refiners In North Carolina may ship to
points only in that State.
4. Refiners In South Carolina. Georgia, and
Florida east of the Apalachleola River may
ship to points within that area, plus North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Kentucky.
5- Refiners in Tennessee and Kentucky may
ship to points only in that area.
6. Refiners in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisi
ana. Arkansas. Oklahoma, Texas, Missouri
Illinois, Indiana, Ohio and Florida west of
the Apalachicola River, may ship to points
in this area plus Tennessee and Kentucky.
7. Refiners in any State outside of the
specified zones may ship to any point in the
continental United Stales (excluding Alaska
and the Canal Zone) and In Texas, Oklahoma
Missouri, and Xlllnois, but not to any point
within the specified zones.
Some special sugars excepted
A refiner may, however, sell or ship the
foUcwing sugars outside of his specified
zone: refined sugar processed outside con
tinental "United States, soft sugars in bulk
confectioners', brown, loaf, tablet, and other
specialty refined sugars In 1- and 2-pound
packages, and raw sugar.
Supplementary order M-55-c directs any
beet sugar piocessor to set aside for a period
of 60 days 15 percent of his existing stock
and 16 percent of his future monthly pro
duction of refined sugar for shipment as
ordered by the Director of Industry Onera-
tions. WPB. '
Within 15 days from the issuance of this
order (March 27) and within 5 days after
the end of each subsequent month he is
required to notify the WPB In writing of the
location and amount of such sugar. If the
WPB does not specify shipment of the sugar
Within 60 days it Is automatically released
to the processor.
The purpose of orders M-5S-C and M-55-d
is to prevent the overlapping of sugar distri
bution by a beet processor and a cane refiner
and thereby prevent further depletion of the
supply of sugar In the Eastern States. WPB
and the Defense Supplies Corporation have
agreed that the DSC will compensate a beet
processor for losses incident to shipping east
of his normal trading area, which, In the
case of a western processor, usually Is west
of Chicago. By operating in a smaller ter
ritory. a cane refiner will be better able to
serve the trade in that area.
Ail indnstrial uses cootrolled
In addition to fixing the April refined
quota, supplementary order M-55-e extends
control to loclude all Industrial uses of sugar,
Furthermore, any jobber or wholesaler may
not deliver more sugar to such a user than
his quota.
In addition, any receiver may not have in
his possession, at any time, more than a
minimum practicable working inventory
Supplementary M-55-f establishes for any
user of raw or invert refined sugar, except In
the processing of refined sugar, a spccial
annual quota of as much as 70 percent of
his 1941 deliveries, but not more than 10,000
pounds in any one month.
To take advantage of the order, a user Is
required to certify in writing to the War
Production Board by AprU 15. his use of raw
or invert refined sugar during each month
of 1941 and 1942. A user not taking ad
vantage of the order is governed by the
general provisions of the other sugar orders
The amendment of M-98-a raises the raw
^gar quota for the period January 1 to
^ptember 30, 1942, to a total of 2,659.372
short tons, raw value, an Increase of 72004
short tons over the quota In the original
order. The increasewas made after complete
data on the sugar industry made It necessary
to revise the 9-month allotment of some
refiners, The original allotment had been
fixed on preliminary data.
* * *
RED CROSS TO COLLECT WOOL
CUPPED FROM TROUSERS
The clothing section of WPB an
nounced April 3 that arrangements have
been made for the American Red Cross
to act as a central agency in collecting
from clothing stores thi-oughout the
country wool clips that will become avail
able by reason of the prohibition against
cuffs on men's and boys' trousers.
April 7, 1942
Aprs] tire recaps for "B" cars
mostly from reclaimed rubber
The extremely serious rubber situation
has made it necessary to allocate tire re
capping material made almost wholly of
reclaimed rubber for use on List B pas
senger cars during April, OPA Acting
Administrator Hamm said March 28.
The camelback which will go to re
treading shops for use in meeting re
quirements imder certificates issued to
List B passenger car operators in April
Is made of reclaimed rubber with only
about 2 percent of new crude used in
the mixture for cohesion.
"Tires recapped with this lower grade
camelback should be driven at speeds no
greater than 35 miles an hour," Mr.
Hamm said.
★ ★ ★
Late pleas for camelbacks
must give reason for delay
Retreaders and recappers entitled to
an Initial allotment of truck camelback
but who did not apply for it before
the March 1 deadline, still may get their
allotments on a showing of valid reason
for failure to apply before expiration of
the time limit. Acting Price Administra
tor Hamm announced April 1. a late
applicant must file with his local board,
in addition to the regular OPA form, an
affidavit stating the reason for the delay.
★ * *
6 indicted on charge
of violating tire order
One of the most important cases prose
cuted by the Federal Government in con
nection with consumer rationing was
brought to a head successfully April 1
when a Los Angeles Federal grand Jury
returned an indictment charging Guy O.
Bryan, tire dealer, and five others with
conspiracy to violate the tire rationing
regulations, OPA announced April 2.
The indictment charged the defendants
with conspiring to commit offenses and
fraud against the United States in the
retail sale of new tires and tubes to con
sumers without certificates from local ra
tioning boards. They were also charged
with conspiring to violate a temporary
restraining order issued on March 14
against any more such sales.
April 7, 1942
OPA to release certain classes
of new passenger autos
now in Government pool
Certain classes of new passenger auto
mobiles now held in the Government
pool may be released by the OPA under
Amendment No. 4 to Rationing Order
No. 2A, announced March 28 by Acting
Administrator Hamm. The effective
date of the amendment was March 24,
1942.
Less than 1 percentof total
The pool is made up of new passenger
cars which were not shipped by the
manufacturer prior to January 16. 1942,
to an agency other than one controlled
by the manufacturer.
The cars affected by the amendment
are those which the OPA may determine
will not serve the purposes for which
the pool was created. The amendment
also provides for the removal of pool
stickers erroneously attached to nonpool
automobiles. The number of automo
biles which will be released under
Amendment No. 4 will probably not
amount to as much as 1 percent of the
pool total.
As a condition to release of a car from
the pool, the OPAmay require the dealer
or manufacturer to put another new car
into the pool as a substitute. Even
after an automobile is released, It still
may not be sold except to the holder
of a certificate issued by a local rationing
board.
Cars affected
Among the cars which the OPA will
consider releasing from the pool under
the new amendment are:
1. Those ordered on or before January 1.
1942, by ageneiefl of Federal. State, local or
foreign governmentsor by tbe American Red
3. Automobiles speclaUy built, painted, or
equipped on order of specific buyer.
3. AutomobUes with list price above $2,000.
4. Automobiles manufactured prior to
March 2, 1942. for experimental purposes.
6. Automobiles that on or before January
18 were in the hands of or In transit to a
manufacturer's branch engaged prlmarUy in
selling cars at retail, or were consigned. In
voiced, or billed to an agency not controlled
bv the manufacturer.
«. Automobiles as to which registration
bad been eftected or applied for prior to
January 1 and for which rationing certln-
cates were given under Rationing Order No.2.
The amendment outlines the pro
cedure for withdrawing cars from the
pool and for the substitution of others
for those removed. Applications for all
releases are to be made to OPA head
quarters in Washington and not to the
local rationing boards.
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Collapsible tin tubes banned for foods,
cosmetics; regulated for other uses
Drastic regulations on the use and pro
duction of collapsible tin tubes, com
pletely eliminating their use for foods,
cosmetics, and most toilet preparations,
were put into effect April 1 by the War
Production Board in a further move to
conserve this country's supply of the
metal.
Used tubes must be turned ia
In the first provision of its kind, the
order (M-115) also requires that every
individual purchaser of a tube of tooth
paste or shaving cream, when buying
from a retailer, from April 1 on must
turn in a used tin, tin-coated, or tin-
alloy collapsible tube of any kind for each
new tube bought.
Retailers, and dealers in possession of
used tubes, are required to hold them,
subject to further order of the Director
of Industry Operations.
The regulations permit the use of 100
percent tin tubes only for certain medical
ointments and pharmaceutical prepara
tions, and allow the use of a tin-coated
tube for certain other pharmaceutical
preparr.tlons, for tooth pastes, and shav
ing creams.
however, is to end with the Issuance of
the order, except to the extent of existing
Inventory.
All manufacturers of tubes are re
quired by the order to cooperate In re
ducing the thickness of tin coatings for
tubes allowed by the order to the "mini
mum thickness which will be sufBcient
for satisfactory packing of the particular
product packed." Manufacturers are
also ordered to concentrate to the great
est possible extent on larger-sized tubes,
and to subsitute other types of contain
ers where practicable.
A further restriction of the order pro
hibits the use of tin-coated tubes by those
who did not use such tubes for their pro
ducts prior to January 1,1941.
Officials of the containers branch,
which is administering the order, said
that the regulations would reduce the use
of tin by the collapsible tube industry to
about 150 tons In the second quarter of
the year.
In permitting the use of pure tin tubes
for Class I products, the order announced
April 1 supersedes the applicable pro




The War Production Board on April
2 froze the sale, shipment, delivery, or
transfer of all new adult bicycles. The
order became effective at 11:59 p. m.,
April 2.
The freeze order applies to all bicycles
except those actually In transit at the
time the order went into effect. Those
may be delivered to their imedlate des
tination and be frozen there, unless the
destination is an ultimate consumer.
"New adult bicycle" means any bicy
cle, with a frame measurement from the
center of the crank to the top of the sad
dle staff post of more than 19 Inches,
which has never been used by an ultimate
consumer.
M. D. Moore, section chief of the WPB
durable goods branch, said that "stocks
frozen and future production will be
made available on the basis of essential
needs, with defense workers getting first
call, essential civilian needs second, and
then anyone else. If more are available."
Three classes set up
The order sets up three classes of tubes.
Class I allows the use of 100 percent tin
tubes for medicinal and pharmaceutical oint
ments compounded by pharmacists according
to a prescription by a doctor, dentist, or
veterinarian.
Class H permits the use of a tube con
taining 7Vi percent of tin for medicinal and
pharmaceutical ointments not included In
Claa I, and for ointments Intended for use
m the body orifices.
Class HI permits the use of a tube contain
ing 7V4 percent tin for tooth pastes and
shaving creams.
Other provisions
Collapsible tube makers are required
by the order, effective April 1, to halt the
manufacture of tubes containing more
than IVz percent of tin, except for Class
I products. In addition, manufacturers
of dental and shaving creams may not
pack during the period of April 1 to June
30, 1942, more than 100 percent (by
volume) of the tooth pastes and shaving
creams packed in the corresponding
period of 1940.
Tube blanks already manufactured by
the effective date of the order may be
made into "nonessential tubes," and may
be sold and used for products not listed
by Tables I, II, and in. Manufacture or




Retail ceiling on 44 electric appliances
follov/s WPB stop-production order
Retail prices of 44 common electrical
household appliances, ranging from curl
ing irons to toasters, last week were or
dered frozen by the OfBce of Price
Administration at levels no higher than
those in effect on March 30.
The temporary maximum price order
arjdies also to wholesalers and manu
facturers and was to become effective
April 7, Acting Administrator Hamm
announced.
"This action has been taken to prevent
runaway prices in view of the War Pro
duction Board's order of March 30 halt-
ing production of these and other elec
trical appliances on May 31," Mr. Hamm
explained.
Rationing not now planned
"Rationing of these articles Is not
now contemplated," he said. Sufficient
stocks are in distributors' hands or in
the process of manufacture to last
through most of this year, it is believed.
The temporary ceiling will apply until
June 5 unless superseded earlier by a
permanent schedule of maximum prices.
Evasions barred
Implementing the order on electrical
appliances, OPA issued a prohibition
against evasion through a decrease in
allowances for transportation, and for
cash quantity or other discounts, or
through an Increase in charges for time
payments and repair service. Manipu
lating price increases through pyramid
ing of the Federal excise tax is also
prohibited.
Affected items listed
The order applies to the following elec
trical appliances with a rated electrical
capacity up to 2,500 watts, or powered
by an electrical vibrator or electrical
fractional horsepower motor:
Biscuit and mufflu baiers, bott]e warmers,
oread toasters, broilers, casseroles, cbafiug
^shes, cigar and cigarette lighters, clotbes
dryers, coffee makers, corn poppers, curling
irons, deep fat fryers, double boilers, dry
toavers. egg cookers, fan type heaters, fans,
"®^ons. food and plate warmers, food mixers
grlddjes, hair clippers, hair dryers, hotplates
Md disc stoves, Immersion beaters, juice ex-
ttactors. massage Tlbrators, neckwear and
trouser pressers. ovens, pads and blankets
percolators, portable air beaters, roasters'
^dwicb toasters, smoothing irons, table
jtoves. tea kettles, tea tables, unit radiator
heaters, urns, vaporizers, waffle Irons, water
neaters, and shippers.
The order applies also to parts and ac
cessories for items on this list.
★ ★ ★
BALTIMORE AREA GIVEN
60 DAYS TO CURB RENTS
The strategic war production and mil
itary center of Baltimore, Md.,and its six
surrounding counties was placed April 3
on the list of defense-rental areas by
the Office of Price Administration and
will be subject to Federal regulation if
the recommendations made are not com
plied with.
Acting Price Administrator Hamm
recommended that rents be reduced to
the levels prevailing in the area on April
1,1941. Under the Emergency Price Con
trol Act, the affected area Is given 60
days to meet these recommendations.
The Baltimore defense-rental area,
having a 1940 population of 1.083,300, in
cludes the city of Baltimore and the coun
ties of Anne Arundel, Baltimore. Carroll,
Cecil, Harford, and Howard.
In the area are located aviation fac
tories. shipbuilding yards, and other war
establishments,
* * ★
China teas put under
specific price maximums
Specific maximum prices for China teas
at the whqlesale level have been set in
Amendment No.3 to Revised Price Sched-
tUe No. 91, Acting "Price Administrator
Hamm stated April 2. These ceiling
prices were effective April 2, 1942.
Following tabulation indicates the
maximum prices set for China tea in cents
per pound ex dock New York:
CbiDB srade Common Medium fine
Young Hysoa.....
Congou...





















Gun powder No. 2
Gun powder No. 3.
Gun powder No. 4.
Gun powder No. 8.
Qua powder No- 6.
Gun powder No. 7.





Hard coal price at mine
halted at existing level;
customary discounts ordered
Possibility of higher producers' prices
for Pennsylvania anthracite was removed
March 31 by the OPA with the issuance
of Maximum Price Regulation No. 112,
which keeps hard coal prices at the mine
at existing levels and orders customary
seasonal discounts on domestic sizes, be
ginning with 50cents per net ton during
April 1942.
The regulation, announced by Acting
Price Administrator Hamm went into
effect on April 1, 1942.
The ceilings established in the regula
tion are the prices that prevailed in the
period October 1-15.1941, and which have
been maintained since that time at the
request of OPA.
Acting Administrator Hamm pointed
out that an anthracite price increase,
apparently Imminent, would militate
against the national price stabilization
program.
Under the price regulation the follow
ing maximum prices are established for
anthracite f. o. b. transportation facil
ities at the mine or preparation plant
from which delivery is made:
Price per
net tonBroken, egg, stove, and chestnut.. (6.75
Pea 6 25
Steam;
No. 1 Buckwheat 3 75
Rice (No.2 Buckwheat) I '' 2 90
Barley (No.3 Buckwheat) 2,15
The maximum prices for,domestic
shall be reduced by not less than the
following amounts during the months of
April to July, inclusive:
April, $0.50; May, $0.40; June, $0.25;
and July, $0.10.
Special service charges
The price regulation provides that
there shall be deducted from the maxi
mum prices established in the section
covering maximums and seasonal dis
counts the cash, quantity or other dis
counts or allowances in effect during the
period October 1-15, 1941, inclusive. It
provides also that certain interest and
service charges shall not exceed rates
during the period October I-I5,1941, in
clusive, and requires producers and dis
tributors to file with OPA not later than
May 1, 1942, a statement of these dis
counts and charges as of the October
1-15 period.
April 7, 1942
Rationing violators face fines,
imprisonment, under new law
Willful violators of rationing orders
and rationing regulations issued by the
Office of Price Administration now face
direct prosecution and severe penalties
under provisions of the Second War
Powers Act, 1942, Acting Price Admin
istrator John E. Hamm warned March 31.
The act, which became effective March
28 when signed by President Roosevelt,
provides a maximum penalty of $10,000
fine and imprisorunent for one year for
willful violation of priority orders of the
War Production Board or of rationing
orders or regulations of OPA.
Mr. Hamm disclosed that OPA,
working in close cooperation with the
Department of Justice, has adopted a
comprehensive plan for investigation
and criminal prosecution of those per
sons who flout the rationing rules.
* * *
MOLASSES ORDER CHANGED
Operational changes in the molasses
Order, M-54, were made in an amended
version of the order issued March 28 by
Industry Operations Director Knowlson.
The amendments to the order cover
these points:
1 Hydrol, corn sugar molasses, is Included
In the definition of molasses and Is subject
to all terms of the order.
2 Distributors ere divided into two classes,
orimary and secondary. Deliveries of rno-
lasses may not be made by a primary dis
tributor without specific authorization. Sec
ondary distributors are not thus restricted.
3 Definitions of varloiu classes of pur
chasers have been rewritten to Include all
users of molaBses.
4 Manufacturers of yeast, citric acid and
vinegar and users of molasses lor foundry
Durooses are granted a quota of 110 percent
of their consumption for the year ending
June 30, 1941.
6 Manufacturers of yeast, citric acid, ed
ible molasses, and edible sirup may pur-
chase molasses on a yearly rather than a
quarterly basis.
6 Deliveries of edible molasses and edtme
sirup may be made without reference to the
terms of the order. ^ .
7. Molasses may not be exported without




Officials from the War Production
Board, Department of Agriculture, and
Defense Supplies Corporation are leav
ingfor Cuba this week to gather statistics
and information on the Cuban sugar in
dustry, the sugar section of the WPB
announced.
★ VICTORY ★ 21
Cane sugar ceiling raised 15 cents
per 100 pounds in North Atlantic area
Because cane sugar refiners in the
North Atlantic area cannot operate on
the current basis price of $5.45 per hun
dred pounds without incurring substan
tial losses. Acting Price Administrator
Hamm March 31 raised the ceiling 15
cents per hundred pounds.
Small rise in cost to consumer
The increase, effective March 31, 1942,
under Amendment No. 1, Revised Price
Schedule No. 60 (Direct-Consumption
Sugars), applies only to sugars processed
by refineries in Pennsylvania, New York,
New Jersey, and Massachusetts.
This action, however, is not expected
to increase the ultimate cost of refined
sugar to the consumer in these States by
more than 1 cent on each 5-pound pack
age, the Acting Price Administrator cau
tioned.
Other provisions
Other features of the new OPA amend
ment include:
1. A provision that sugar Is at Its point of
delivery within the meaning of the schedule,
when it has arrived at the siding or dock In
the vicinity of the buyer's warehouse or place
of business at or from which it is to be used
or resold.
2. Clarification of the maximum price cal
culation in cases where sugar is delivered by
the seller within a refinery city metropolitan
area. .
3. Applicable maximum prices afe set where
transportation Is performed by means of a
motor vehicle owned, controlled, or hired by
the buyer.
Conditions for using buyer's vehicle
4. Before a buyer may use transportation
by a vehicle owned, controlled, or hired by
him, the seller first must offer to deliver the
sugar at a price calculated delivered In car
load quantities, freight prepaid to the point
of deUvery. In those cases where It Is more
economical for a buyer to transport sugar by
his own, a controlled, or hired vehicle, he may
refuse the seller's offer and be free to take
delivery and transport sugar by such vehicle.
5. Another clause provides clarification of
maximum prices for sales of direct-consump
tion sugars at wholesale.
6. Where persons made no sales of direct
consumption sugars at wholesale during
either base period, they now are permitted
to sell at the market price prevailing on date
of sale. However, this is with the proviso
that (a) the seller submit to OPA a state
ment specifying grade, package and amount
sold: and (b) name, address, type of pur
chase, price to be charged, and whether price
Includes delivery to buyer's place of business.
Furthermore, such statement must be sub
mitted to and the price approved by OPA
prior to delivery of the sugar sold.
Purchases and sales of DSC
7. Clause is provided covering purchases
by Defense Supplies Corporation—or any
deslgnee of that R. F. C. subsidiary that It
names—from persons not In the business
principally of selling sugars.
8. Prospective sales by Defense Supplies
Corporation—or Its deslgnee. If any—also are
covered by the new amendment,
9. Final DSC provision covers the possi
bility that the DSC—or its deslgnee—may
have to ptirchase or sell sugar In large lots.
In order to Implement this program, such
sales contract may allow payment of an ad-
Justed price not to exceed the maximiim
price in effect at time of shipment.
OPA granted permission for the ad
vance in the refined cane sugar price
ceiling in the North Atlantic seaboard
area to $5.60 per hundred pounds, fol
lowing extensive analysis of the recent
Tariff Commission report on refining
cost studies.
Beet crop competes onWest Coast
Refined sugar price increases are con
sidered unnecessary in the South At
lantic and Gulf Coast areas.
The cost survey indicates that West
Coast refiners currently are operating
at a loss under a $5.45 refined ceiling.
However, an advance in that area would
be useless, as cane refiners could not
take advantage of It In view of the
heavy competition from beet sugar.
Onshipments to adjacent areas
The Acting Administrator clarified
what possible maximum prices reflnera
might charge on shipments made to ad
jacent areas. For example, under the
amendment, the ceiling basis price on re
fined sugar will remain $5.45 per hun
dred pounds for sugar refined In
Baltimore, although it will be lifted to
$5.60 in the case of sugar refined in
Philadelphia.
However, if a Baltimore refiner sells
in the Philadelphia area, such Baltimore
sales cannot be made at higher than
the $5.45 basis price, it was emphasized.
OPAquarters pointed out that the basis
price isdependent upon the refinery point
at which the sugar was processed.
★ * *
Some tea sales above ceilings
allowed New York firm
Exception has been granted to Volkart
Bros. Inc.. New York, permitting it to sell
certain listed quantities of tea at higher
prices than the maximum prices estab
lished by Revised Price Schedule No. 91.
but not h^her than its cost for such tea,
OPA Acting Administrator Hamm an
nounced March 28. The exception is




OPA moves to stimulate flow of iron, steel
products into domestic, foreign commerce
In a move designed to stimulate the
flow of Iron and steel products into do
mestic and foreign commerce, Acting
Price Administrator Hamm Issued
Amendment No. 1 to Revised Price
Schedule No. 49 (Resale of Iron and Steel
Products).
The amendment, directed specifically
toward streamlining activity in three
hitherto somewhat clogged distributive
channels, was evolved by the OPA's ex
port price control committee, working in
close collaboration with a like committee
from the Board of Economic Warfare.
Inventory sales
Highlights of the amendment, which
became effective March 28, 1942, follow:
1. Inventories acquired prior to December
16, 1941—effective date of the original sched
ule—may be sold voluntarily in the export
market only at the regular celling prices,
plus the addition of storage charges, demur
rage and similar charges accximulated because
of failure to secure shipping space, and the
same commissions allowed to exporters under
tbe initial order.
2. Special cognizance is taken of distress
and stranded iron and steel products, which
were destined for expert and shipped to a
port of exportation prior to March 1, 1942, so
Incurring charges for ocean freight, marine
or war-rifik Insurance, or storage as a result of
failure to secure necessary shipping space.
In this category also are included certain
shipments on the high seas December 7,
1941, which were ordered back to West Coast
ports, unloaded, and have piled up charges
there since then. It also covers shipments
originally destined for Prance, the Nether
lands or similar European destinations.
3. A third phase of the amendment pro
vides for export shipments in exceptional
cases where the Board of Economic Warfare
certifies that a price above the ceiling is
necessary for considerations of political or
military necessity, or because of the reqvUre-
ments of economic warfare.
Retailers need allies to win war Price ceiling raised on
against inflation, says Keezer antimonial lead
"In spite of the fact that many re
tailers have been fighting a good fight to
keep prices down, they must have allies
If the war against the terror of Inflation
Is to be won," Dexter M. Keezer, assistant
administrator of OPA in charge of the
Consumer Division, told members of the
National Conference of Business Paper
Editors at a meeting March 27.
Further excerpts;
The simple fact Is that today we are losing
the battle against Inflation. Prices are going
up all along the line and at a dangerouslv
accelerated pace.
While there have been casesof profiteering.
It is not fair to blame the retailer indis
criminately for this. The records indicate,
that, as a whole, retailers have exercised con
siderable restraint in raising their prices.
They, along with the rest of us, are caught by
forces which are exercising a tremendous
upward pressure on prices. Often they have
resisted this pressure and thus foregone profits
they might have had.
The nature of this pressure can be indi
cated by the fact that national supplies avail
able for civilians are being cut about 1 percent
a month to meet military needs while money
available to buy these supplies (In the form
of wages, salaries, proflts. etc.) Is Increasing
about 3% percent a month. This sets up a
situation which, left alone, can result in a
monthly increase of 3>/4 percent in the cost
of living, a ruinous rate of inflation.
It was both to combat inflation and protect
consumers from paying unreasonably high
prices that the OPA recently set maximum
prices, effective March 30, that retailers can
charge for seven Important household appli
ances. The surest aid to the retailers in
fighting Inflation would be larger supplies of
the things they sell. While we cannot hope
for great aid along this line while the war
continues, the situation would be materially
eased by the elimination of hoarding, both
by consumers and In trade.
The maximum price of antimonial lead
is increased by an amendment to Revised
Price Schedule No. 70 (the scrap and sec
ondary lead schedule) issued April 1 by
Acting Price Administrator Hamm.
The increase amounts to IVz cents a
pound for the antimony content of anti
monial lead and reflects a similar in
crease in the price of primary antimony
metal recently authorized by the OPA.
Need not test for total metal conteot
The amendment also changes the lan
guage of the section by which the ma}£i-
mum prices for battery lead plates are
Computed so as to require an assay only
for lead and antimony content, instead
of for the total metal content.
Antimonial lead is defined in the schedule
as "any lead antimony alloy m the form of
pigs or special shapes containing not less
than 98 percent lead and antimony com
bined: not less than 2 percent antimony;
end not more than percent tin." The
maximum price per pound, f. o. b. point of
shipment, for any grade or type of antimonial
lead sold in pigs in carload lots, according
to the amendment, shall be equal to
cents (instead of i4 cents as formerly) a
pound for the antimony content, plus the
base price of lead for the remainder. The
base price of lead varies from 6.35 to 6.55
cents a pound, depending upon the basing
point given in the schedule.
Change in the language of the sched
ule regarding assays is to conform to
Industry practice and make it clear that
consumers need not test for and pay for
unimportant amounts of metals other
than lead and antimony.
April 7, 1942
Above ceiling contracts for
No. 1 old manila rope canbe
fulfilled in some instances
Contracts made before February 8,
1942, to supply manufacturers with No. 1
old manila rope at prices above the ceil
ing of $115 per ton may now be com
pleted by dealers under certain condi
tions outlined in Amendment No. 1 to
Revised Price Schedule No. 47 (Old
Rags), announced March 31 by Acting
Price Administrator Hamm.
Must meet certain conditions
Old manila rope is used by rope-paper
manufacturers in production of such es
sential products as gas masks, cables,
parachute flares, and electric insulating
paper.
Many dealers acquired rope from col
lectors prior to issuance of the schedule
at prices above the established maximum
level in order to fulilll contracts already
made. Accordingly, under the amend
ment, these contracts can be fulfilled at
contract price if both the purchase of the
rope by the dealer and Its contract for
resale were made before February 8,
1942, the date the schedule was made
public.
However, dealers must make all deliv
eries on such contracts on or before
April 15, 1942, and must keep records
showing the dates and names of persona
from whom the dealer bought the rope
and the price paid. In addition, the
dealers must show the amount of rope
acquired before February 8 in order to
meet contracted orders, the dates these
contracts were made, the dates of de
livery, and the contract prices.
The maximum price for Ifo. 1 old ma
nila rope is not changed by the amend
ment, nor has there been any change
made in the number or names of grades
defined in the schedule.
*
Scrap hoarders won't profit,
says Henderson
Price ceilings on scrap metals set by
the Office of Price Administration will
not be raised, it was emphasized in a
letter from Leon Henderson, OPA Ad
ministrator, to Lessing J. Rosenwald,
chief of the Bureau of Industrial
Conservation.
"There will be no profit in hoarding
only a loss of self-respect by anyone
gambling for personal gain at the ex
pense of the common effort to whip our
enemies," Mr. Henderson's letter also
declared.
April 7, 1942 ★ VICTORY ★
"CARLOAD LOT" OF PRIMARY
LEAD REDEFINED
Redefinition of a "carload lot" of pri
mary lead, in order to conform with
industry practice, is contained in Amend
ment No. 1 to Revised Price Schedule No.
69 (Primary Lead). Acting Price Admin
istrator Hamm announced March 27.
A carload lot is defined as a shipment
equal to or greater than the minimum
weight as set forth in established tariffs
of railroads. In addition, the definition
of a carload lot includes any quantity
which would move from point of ship
ment to point of destination at the car
load rate, rather than at a less-than-
carload rate, because a lower total charge
is produced thereby.
A seller who ships a quantity less than
the minimum carload weight specified in
the tariff, but nevertheless a carload lot
within the meaning of the amendment,
may add to the carload lot prices speci
fied in the price schedule an amount per
pound not to exceed the difference
between
(a) the rail transportation charge on a
per pound basis actuaUy paid for the quan
tity shipped and
(b) the usual railroad carload rate on a
per pound basis applicable to a shipment
between the same points.
★ ★ *
Sellers of canned goods put on
equal basis by amendment
Disparities existing between sellers of
canned fruits and vegetables under the
celling price provisions of Temporary
Maximum Price Regulation No. 6 have
been eliminated by Issuance of Amend
ment No. 1, Acting Administrator
Hornm announced April 1.
Under the original regulation. It was
provided that the maximum prices for
certain (^signaled kinds of canned
fruits and vegetables shall be or shall
be determined by reference to "the high
est price at which the seller sold, con
tracted to be sold for delivery within
sixty days, delivered or transferred"
such kinds during the period February
23-27, 1942.
The new amendment, however,
changes the pricing claiise to read "the
highest price at which the seller sold
or contracted to sell for delivery within
60 days."
In many instances, deliveries or trans
fers were made on contracts entered into
at an earlier time, when prices were
much lower.
Butcher shops^ meat markets
asked not to raise pork cut
prices over mid-March levels
Butcher shops and retail meat markets
were called upon March 27 not to raise
prices of ham, bacon, pork chops, and
other pork above mid-March prices in
an appeal by Dan A. West, Director of
the Consumer Division of the OPA.
Protest marked iocrease, consumers told
He advised consumers to question any
increase over middje-of-March prices on
fresh pork cuts. Any marked increase
in retail pork prices should be protested
to the storekeeper and reported immedi
ately to the Offlce of Price Administra
tion in Washington, he said.
Present retail prices for pork cuts are
close to the highest previous prices for
this season of the year and supplies are
limited. The pork supply situation will
be relieved when the present pig crop
gets to market next fall.
The wholesale pork prices prevailing
between March 3 and March 7 were
taken as the basis for the OPA whole
sale price ceilings. Since retail prices
frequently lag behind changes in whole
sale prices, Mr. West said, the advance in
retail pork prices between the beginning
and middle of March may partly repre
sent previous wholesale increases. He
advised consumers to check back on the
retail pork prices they paid during the
middle of March as the basis for judging
whether they were being gouged by
present prices.
* ★ ★
Ceilings adjusted on variety of
special kinds of scrap
An amendment affecting the maxi
mum prices of a variety of special kinds
of scrap covered by Revised Price Sched
ule No. 4 (Iron and Steel Scrap) was
announced March 31 by Acting Price
Administrator Hamm.
By the amendment, which is effective
at once, a change is made in the pre
mium for cast iron borings for chemical
use: a new premium is set for high man
ganese steel scrap for electric furnace
use only; price difEerentials are fixed
for briquetting, and premiums are al
lowed for several railroad specialty items
shipped from a dealer's yard.
Other changes made by Amendment
No. 2 reduce the price at which railroads
may sell certain unprepared scrap to
consumers and further restrict mixed
shipments.
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2,500 paper merchants asked
to sign agreements on
maximum wholesale mark-ups
Individual agreements, which list maxi
mum wholesale mark-ups for many fine
and coarse paper items, have been sent
to more than 2,500 paper merchants for
signature, Acting Price Administrator
Hamm announced March 30.
Accompanying the copies of the agree
ments was a letter in which Mr. Hamm
requested the coarse paper merchants
to sign by April 10 and fine paper mer
chants by April 15.
★ ★ *
Premiums over ceilings allowed
on export sales of pig tin
Premiums over the maximum prices
permitted under Revised Price Schedule
No. 17 will be allowed on export sales
of pig tin under Amendment No. 1, OPA
Acting Administrator Hamm stated
March 27. The new amendment became
effective March 30. 1942.
Under the amendment, in the case of
export pig tin sales, in addition to the
maximum price set in the schedule, the
following premiums may be added:
Quantity: Premium
11,200 pounds or
more 1 cent per pound
2,240 to 11,19 9
pounds 1^ cents per pound
Less than 2,240
pounds a cents per pound
Where the export shipment requires
packaging of pig tin. the actual cost
to the exporter of such packaging may
be added to the maximum price.
Other provisions
The amendment provides assistance to
permit the seller to make sales on a de
livered basis. One provision is that where
expenses of delivery actually and legiti
mately are incurred, the seller may add
to the prices transportation
charges, specified additional standard
charges under the terms of sale, and for
eign agent's commission. No part of
the foreign agent's commission can be
added if it is received by the exporter
directly or indirectly for his own use.
Another provision is for the completion
at contract prices of all pig tin export
sales contracts from a steamer with
transshipment privileges, where such
contracts were entered Into prior to
March 30, 1942.
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Jobbers of No. 1 and 2 fuel oils
denied increase in margin
Maximum prices for Number 1 and
Number 2 fuel oils will not be increased
on the Eastern Seaboard at this time to
afford higher jobber margins, Acting
Price Administrator Hamm announced
April 1. OPA has had under considera
tion a request from numerous fuel oil
jobbers that their margins be raised.
An increase of four-tenths of a cent
per gallon in the maximum prices on
these fuel oils was allowed in Amend
ment No. 4 to Revised Price Schedule
No. 88 for petroleum and petroleum
products, effective March 26. This was




Only material which becomes a part
of a merchant ship, and perishable tools,
expendible materials and temporary
equipment used up by the shipbuilder in
constructing ships can be assigned pref
erence ratings under General Preference
Order P-7, the WPB ruled April 3 in an
official Interpretation.
* * ★
Used paper shipping sacks in
demand; GPA suggests prices
Suggested maximum prices for used
multiwall paper bags, or paper shipping
sacks, aimed to encourage conservation
of kraft paper and to relieve the pressure
of demand on burlap bags, were made
public April 1 by Acting Price Adminis
trator Hamm.
The suggested prices for dumpers or
users and dealers, for No. 100 bags, are
presented in the following table:




















Above prices are for carload lot transactioiis.
Recommended 1. c. 1. prices may be deter
mined &s follows: (1) Deduct 10 percent from
price paid by dealer to dumper. (2) Add 10
percent to price paid to dealer by user. Bags
will be bought by dealer f. o. b. source and




Knitters, weavers, and other users of
rubber yarn and elastic thread are per
mitted by an amendment issued April 2
to Conservation Order M-124 to knit,
weave, or otherwise use rubber yarn and
elastic thread which, prior to 12:01 a, m.,
March 29, 1942, had been placed on a
knitting machine, braider or loom, or
which had been removed from the ven
dor's containers, wrapping, packing, or
"put up" and placed on quills, cones,
cops, spools, bobbins, tubes, beams, or
warps prior to 12:01 a. m.. March 29,
1942.
*
Reagent grade of oxalic acid
permitted higher prices
The reagent grade of oxalic acid (used
In camparatively small quantities in
laboratory work) is exempted from the
provisions of the maximum price sched
ule by Amendment No. 1 to Revised Price
Schedule No. 78 for Oxalic Acid, an
nounced April 1 by Acting Price Admin
istration Hamm.
The amendment redefines the product
put under a price ceiling by OPA in these
terms:
" 'Oxalic acid' means crystalline and
powdered oxalic acid of technical grade."
★ ★ ★
OPA permits increase
for leaded zinc oxides
Producers of zinc oxides will be asked
shortly to enter into new voluntary
agreements with the OPA, increasing the
maximum permissible price on leaded
zinc oxides containing 35 percent or more
lead to 7 cents per pound. Acting Adr-
ministrator Hamm announced March 28.
Producers usually make contracts each
quarter with their customer#. The new
producers' list was due to go out April 1.
By permission of OPA, the increase may
be made effective April 1, 1942, allowing
producers to take account of it in new
contracts.
★ ★ ★ ^
Elastic threads frozen
Stocks of rubber yarns and elastic
tlireads have been frozen in the hands
of manufacturers and mills by a tempo
rary order effective for 30 days begin
ning 12:01 o'clock a. m. on March 29, it
was announced March 28 by Industry
Operations Director Knowlson.
April 7, 1942
OPA field operations to reach
all war industry areas
Plans to expand Its field operations far
beyond the 11 regional offices already
established were announced March 31 by
the OPA with the opening of the first
group of field offices In 16 cities.
Cities in which the field offlces are located,
and the regional offlces out of which they will
operate follow: Hartford. Conn., Boston area;
Newark, N. J., and Bu-^alo, N. Y., New York
area; i>i«5burp/i, Pa., Philadelphia area; Bir
mingham, Ala., and Memphis, Tenn., Atlanta
area; Detroit, Mich., Cleveland area; Milwau
kee, Wis., and Indianapolis, Ind., Chicago
area; St. Louis, Mo., Kansas City area; New
Orleans, La., and Houston, Tex., Dallas area;
Salt Lake City, Utah, Denver area; Los
Angeles, Calif., and Seattle, Wash., San Fran
cisco area; and Richmond, Va., Baltimore
area.
★ ★ ★
Changes for Southern lumber
Three changes—a modified basis for
pricing tough white ash lumber, permis
sion for the seller to add inspection
charges under certain circumstances, and
a redefinition of the terms "mill" and
"distribution yards" for the purposes of
price estabiishment—are made in
Amendment No. 2 to Revised Price
Schedule No. 97 for Southern Hardwood
Liunber, announced April 1 by Acting
Price Administrator Hamm The
amendment was effective as of April 6,
1942.
* * ★
Fischel named cocoa consultant
Appointment of Alwyn N. Pischel, vice
president of W. Bartholomew & Co., Inc.,
New York, as a cocoa consultant to the
food section of OPA, was announced
March 30 by Assistant Administrator
H. B. Tolley.
★ ★ *
Schemers to defeat grey goods
ceiling warned by OPA
Willful violations of OPA cotton and
rayon grey goods ceilings through manip
ulative schemes recently advised by some
members of the textile trade must be
halted immediately, Acting Price Admin
istrator Hamm declared April 3.
Preliminary investigation by the OPA
has confirmed reports from the textile
market that some mills, which formerly
sold "grey," or unfinished, goods exclu
sively, have been refusing to furnish such
goods to their regular trade. Instead,
these concerns have been requiring buyers
to accept bleached or partially finished
goods at exorbitant mark-ups.
April 7, 1942
Sheet steel for drums
limited to ratings June 1
Beginning June 1, requirements for
sheet metal for the manufacture of steel
drums, heretofore met by allocation, will
be obtainable only by preference ratings,
except for urgent military needs, and
allocations in April and May will be cur
tailed sharply, C. E. Adams, chief of the
WPB iron and steel branch, announced
April 3.
★ * ★
V/PB arranges allocation tomills
of excess rayon cut staple
The War Production Board, April 2,
wired worsted mills that rayon cut staple
set aside for them for March and April
has not been exhausted because certain
users failed to take up their allotments.
The excess quantity may be allocated
to those mills which can put it into
process before May 1.
★ * *
Certain war orders excluded
from cordage sales quotas
A cordage manufacturer need not in
clude in his cordage sales quota, per
mitted under Manila Fiber Cordage Order
M-36, war orders placed and ready for
delivery prior to March 2.1942, but which
could not be delivered by March 2 for
reasons beyond the control of the manu
facturer. This is provided for in Amend
ment No. 5 to M-3e, effective April 1.
* ★ ★
Some Egyptian cotton restricted
to war orders, sewing thread
The use. sale, and delivery of certain
grades of Egyptian cotton henceforth im
ported into this country were restricted
April 2 by the WPB to war orders and
orders for cotton to be used in the manu
facture of sewing thread.
The order (M-IH) applies to cotton of
the following specifications in accord
ance with recognized Egyptian standards
of grading:
Oiai—7; Grade—"Good to Fully Good" and
better: Staple—^Nothing below "Good"
staple.
Sakha—4: Sudan; Giza—26 (Malakl);
Glza—29 (Karnak): Grade—"Fully Good"





All deliveries of glycerine in excess of
50 pounds a month were placed under
allocation control March 30 by the Direc





Permission for manufacturers of cast
iron soil pipe and fittings to compute
maximum delivered prices on emergency
shipments of less than 250 pounds in the
same manner as maximum delivered
prices for warehouse shipments are de
termined was granted in Amendment No.
2 to Revised Price Schedule No. 100 (Cast
Iron Soil Pipe and Fittings), Acting Price
Administrator Hamm announced April 1.
To avoid unjustified price increases in
some sections of the country, the amend
ment also specifically requires the use of
the lowest railroad carload rate from
Birmingham. Ala.. In computing max




General Preference Order M-41. which
limits the use of chlorinated hydrocar
bon solvents, has been extended to May
15. 1942. It was scheduled to expire on
March 31.
Tbe solvents Included in the terms of the
order are carbon tetrachloride, trlchlorethy-
lene, percblorethyletie. and etbylenedlchlo-
ride. They are used In charging &re
extinguishers, in grain fumigation, the
manufacture of refrigerants, tbe processing




General Preference Order M-6-a.
which provides general allocations con
trol over nickel, was extended In
definitely by amendment March 30 by
the Director of Industry Operations.
It was due to expire on March 31.
Several changes are made in the
order.
25
Civilian copper to be cut more,
says Requirements Committee
Rapid acceleration of the Nation's
arms production has resulted in a short
age of copper that will result in addi
tional drastic curtailments of the
amount assigned to civilian uses, William
L. Batt, chairman of the WPB Require
ments Committee, announced April 3.
The Committee has adopted an over
all program allocating the available sup
ply of copper for the current quarter of
1942, Mr. Batt said. It calls for a drastic
reduction In copper consumption by
civilian users.
Direct military and shipbuilding re
quirements and the vital needs of the
United Nations for the quarter will re
quire practically all the copper available,
in spite of the fact supplies of the metal
have reached an all-time record.
Orders now being issued
At the same time, some copper is nec
essary for the maintenance of vital civil
ian operations, even at the expense of
military production. The program con
templates a cut of approximately 60 per
cent in civilian use of copper from that
of 1940, with a large proportion of the
remaining 40 percent devoted to "behind
the lines" uses that support the military
establishment.
It was pointed out by the War Pro
duction Board that orders implementing
the program now are being Issued and
that further orders would be issuM in
the immediate future.
The program is the first in a series
which will be Issued by the Requirements
Committee in an effort for a unified and
planned disposition of the basic scarce
materials.
★ ★ ★
Copper scrap rule extended
Supplementary Order M-9-b, relating
to copper scrap and copper alloy scrap,
which was due to expire on March 31,
has been extended until it is revoked,
the Director of Industry Operations an
nounced April 1,
Two minor changes are made in the
order as reissued:
The first permits public utilities to use
In their own operations wire or cable that
has become scrap through obsolescence, pro
vided the wu'e or cable is In lengths in excess
of 5 feet and that the total so used In any
month does not exceed 6 tons.
The second forbids any person to accept
delivery of copper alloys or castings made
from scrap obtained IQ vlolatlOD of this order.
26 ★ VICTORY ★
AGRICULTURE
Hemp seed increase of 3,300 percent
asked, to offset loss of imports
{InjoTmation furnished through Office
of Agricultural Defense Relations, U. S.
Dcparttnent of Agriculture)
1942, assuming a yield of 10 bushels per
acre, would require 35.000 acres and,
roughly, 3,000 to 3,500 bushels of seed.
Apparently, according to Department
estimates, there are more than 15,000
bushels of hemp seed in the United
States. This seed was grown in Ken
tucky, where most of the 1942 expansion
of seed production is expected to take
place.
Commodity Credit Corporation has
been given priority of purchase of the
seed by the WPB which now has control
over seed stocks. CCC has already pur
chased more than 3,200 bushels, and has
made a blanket offer under its priority
rating to purchase all seed in excess
of the amount holders expect to plant.
* ★ *
Farmers are being asked by the Sec
retary of Agriculture this year to increase
hemp seed production by at least 33
times the 1941 production in an effort
to obtain a substantial domestic produc
tion of hemp fiber in 1943 to overcome
shortages created by a stoppage of im
ports from the Philippines and Nether
lands East Indies.
Farmers offered CCC sales agreements
The Commodity Credit Corporation Is
contracting to purchase at the price of
$8 per bushel of 44 pounds—cleaned ba
sis—hemp seed from the 1942 crop. It
is expected that about 350,000 bushels of
seed will be produced for planting for
fiber production in 1243.
The offer of the Commodity Credit
Corporation to purchase the seed pro
duced in 1942 at the guaranteed price is
available only to those growers who agree
to sell their seed to the corporation.
AAA farmer committeemen will contact
prospective producers in order to explain
the program to them and give them an
opportunity to sign the CCC sales agree
ments.
Mostsatisfactory substitute
Fiber from the American hemp plant
Is the most satisfactory substitut.e for
abaca, sisal, and henequen, the three
principal hard fibers used for rope and
twine whose supply has been sharply cur
tailed by the loss of Imports.
Normally the United States obtains
practically all (98%) of its abaca from
the Philippines and about one-half of its
sisal from the Netherlands East Indies.
The remainder of its sisal requirements
comes largely from British East Africa.
Imports from the Orient are virtually
stopped and there is no assurance that
Imports from Africa will continue.
240,000,000 pounds of fiberneeded
For this reason, the Department of
Agriculture finds imperative a seed pro
duction program in the United States in
1942 which will provide enough seed
for planting an acreage of hemp in 1943
that will produce a minimum of 240,-
000,000 pounds of fiber.
To obtain 240.000,000 pounds of hemp
fiber would require about 300.000 acres
of hemp in 1943. This calls for 350,000
bushels of seed. To produce this seed in
3,747,000,000 pounds of
farm products delivered for
Lend-Lease shipment to Feb. 1
A total of 3.747,000,000 pounds of agri
cultural commodities was delivered to
representatives of the United Nations for
Lend-Lease shipment up to February 1,
1942, the Department of Agriculture an
nounced March 17. Total cost of these
commodities, bought by the AMA and
delivered at shipping points since opera
tions started last April, was about
$417,000,000.
Principal commodities
During January, more than 435.000.000
poimds of food and other agricultural
commodities were delivered for ship
ment. at a cost of about $50,000,000.
Outstanding among commodity groups
delivered, with cumulative values up to
February I. were: dairy products and
eggs, about $131,000,000; meat, fish and
fowl, $106,000,000; lard, fats and oils,
$30,000,000; fruits and vegetables, $43.-
000,000. Other deliveries included grain
and cereal products, concentrated fruit
Juices, vitamin concentrates, miscellane
ous foodstuffs, and nonfood agricultural
commodities Including cotton, tobacco
and naval stores. A large proportion of
the nonfood supplies was made available
for Lend-Lease operations by the Com
modity Credit Corporation.
April 7, 1942
Old manila rope needed
to keep insulating-paper
plants working
Acting to avert a threatened shut
down of certain plants manufacturing
electrical Insulating papers vitally
needed for many war purposes, the in
dustrial salvage section of the Bureau of
Industrial Conservation issued on March
30 an urgent appeal for the salvage of
old manila rope.
Supply nearlygone
Six plants, according to George T.
Weymouth, chief of the industrial sal
vage section, produce more than 75 per
cent of the Nation's supply of insulating
papers. Representatives of these plants
have declared that they had on hand
only a few weeks' supply of No. 1 old ma
nila rope, from which the papers are
made. The insulating material is used,
it was explained, in electrical apparatus
such as motors, generators, and trans
formers, where the strength of manila
fiber papers permits a reduction in the
size of the apparatus and promotes maxi
mum speed in the application of the
insulation.
Dealers ready to handleit
Dealers are available throughout the
country to handle the old rope and move
it promptly to the mills which need it.
Mr. Weymouth telegraphed the man
agers of 13 regional offices of the In
dustrial salvage section that "scarcity
of manila rope threatens to cause shut
down of practically all plants engaged
in manufacturing electrical insulating
papers, parachute flare papers, gasket
papers used in manufacture of tanks
and airplanes, and other special papers
used by the Navy. Only solution is im
mediate and thorough collection of
manila rope scrap normally used by
steamship companies; barge, tug, and
ferry lines; marine stores handling boat
supplies which get back old rope in ex
change for new; railroad freight yards;
fisheries, coal mines; quarries; electrical
repair companies, yacht clubs, and steve
dore companies."
To toocb 30,000organizations
The regional managers were instructed
to transmit the appeal to industrial sal
vage committees in 58 key cities. The
committees, in turn, will be instructed to
emphasize the old rope shortage to per
sons in charge of salvage operations in
some 30,000 plants, mines, mills, and
public utilities.
April 7, 1942 ★ VICTORY ★
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10,000-ton cache of scrap Farm equipment allotted more metal
metal seized for war use |.q care of increased food demands
Using its requisitioning powers for the
second time within 3 weeks to eliminate
bottlenecks in the movement of sciap
metal needed for war production, the
Bureau of Industrial Conservation, WPB,
March 31 seized an accumulation of re
frigerators and miscellaneous metal
scrap which had been dumped into a
ravine near Dayton, Ohio, over a period
of 10 years.
It was estimated that the cache
weighed approximately 10.000 tons.
As In the case of the requisitioning of
an automobile graveyard at Valparaiso,
Ind.,onMarch13th. Metals Reserve, sub
sidiary of R. F. C., will pay for the seized
metal and will sell it to a dealer.
"Under peacetime conditions, the de
fective cases would not be in demand as
scrap metal, because of their heavy por
celain surfacing, whichmust be removed
before the metal is usable," George T.
Weymouth. chief of the industrial sal
vage section, said. "However, with the
vastly increased demand for scrapmetals
of all kinds essential to the war effort,
the refrigerator cases can be promptly
and efficiently utilized for the production
of new metal."
★ * ★
WPB controls all goatskins
suitable for military purposes
WPB on April 1. by Conservation Order
M-114, took control of all supplies of
goatskins suitable for military purposes.
It also limited the amount of raw goat
skins, raw kidsklns, raw cabretta skins,
and India-tanned goatskins that may
be put into processby any tanner during
the month of April to 80 percent of the
monthly average of skins put into process
during 1941. This percentage will be
revised from month to month in ac
cordance with the number of skins
Imported.
Under the April 1 order, approxi
mately 15 percent of the total supply of
skins will be earmarked for a military
stock pile. The skins will be primarily
for the manufacture of military leather
gloves and jackets.
The order directed that any raw or in-
process goatskin that could be processed
into more than 5% square feet must be
set aside for mUltary purposes. The
only exceptions are extreme reject skins,
extremely heavy (bull) skins and India-
tanned goatskins.
The War Production Board revised its
1942 farm equipment program April 1
to meet increased food demands being
made upon the country's farmers as the
result of the war.
Changes in the program, designed to
provide machinery for greater produc
tion of edible oil, sugar, potatoes, and
general food products, are expected to
add approximately 25,000 tons of mate
rials, mostlysteel and iron, to estimated
requirements of farm equipment manu
facturers for the period from November
1, 1941, to October 31, 1942.
An A-3 preference rating is made
available to manufacturers to obtain ma
terials going Into the equipment. The
original program, announced December
28,1941.carried the same rating and was
ba^ed on estimated requirements of
1,793,647 tons of materials for new ma
chines, repairs and export operations
during the 12-month period.
Irrigation equipment included
In amendments to Preference Rating
Order P-95 and Limitation Order Ii-26,
WPB revised the program to include irri
gation equipment, vitally needed in cer
tain Western States, and increased the
manufacturing percentage quotas of
various types of machinery needed to
carry out the Department of Agricul
ture's expanded food program.
The Increase in estimated material re
quirements as the result of revision of
the program is brought about as follows:
Irrigation equipment not included in
the original program approximately 17.-
000 tons.
3,600 peanut pickers required to pro
duce more edible oil because of the loss
of normal sources in the Par East, 1,733
tons.
Cultivators added
One-row tractor-drawn or mounted
cultivators, for which no percentage
quota was fixed in the original program
because insufficient data were available,
approximately 4,800 tons.
The remaining tonnage is distributed
among various types of machinery needed
to meet increased demands for sugar,
potatoes and general food products, such
as beet cultivators, drills and lifters, po
tato planters, and steel plowshares. For
example, manufacturers were permitted
to make during the 12-month period un
der the original program up to 64 percent
of the number of beet cultivators they
produced or sold during 1940. Hie re
vised program permits them to make up
to 100 percent.
Some of the other changes in per
centages are; horse or tractor drawn
potato planters, 58percent to 72percent;
horse or tractor drawn beet drills, 57 per
cent to 100 percent: steel plow shapes or
shares, 71 percent to 140 percstrt; horse
or tractor drawn beet lifters, 84 percent
to 130 percent: cylinder-type power com
shellers, 33 percent to 80 percent, and
harness hardware. 75 percent to 100 per
cent.
Company quotas for peanut pickers
The percentage quota system is not
used to bring about production of the
peanut pickers urgently requested by the
Agriculture Department. Instead, indi
vidual company quotas are established.
In addition to increasing material re
quirements for essential machinery, the
amendments make several technical
changes in the original program.
Chief change Is the setting up of an al
ternate production percentage schefluie,
known as Schedule A-1. fixing percentages
for entire groups of products rather than for
Individual items so that manufacturers can
concentrate on those products for which they
have greater demand, provided the overau
tonnage is not exceeded.
Manufacturers may use the new sched^o
or continue operations under the existing
Schedule A, which sets up percentages for
Individual products, but they must notliy
WPB Immediately If they intend to
Once a choice is made, they cannot shift




Two changes in regulations applying to
domestic shorn wool were announced
March 30 by Acting Price Administrator
Hamm.
The first requires a deduction of 10
cents per pound for inferior wools if the
wool is tied with sisal or binder twine,
under Amendment No. 2 to Maximum
Price Regulation No. 106 (Domestic Shorn
Wool).
The second change deletes -section
1410.8 of Regulation 106. This concerned
scoured domestic shorn wool, but since
Revised Price Schedule No. 58 as
amended now sets maximum prices for
scoured domestic shorn wool, this section
is no longer necessary.
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new industry advisory committees
BEDDING COMMITTEE
Government presiding officer— Wil
liam A. Adams.
Members:
A. j. Schob. vice president, Nachman
springfllJed Corporation. Chicago III • J L
Moore, president. Hager Manufacturing Co."
Muncle. Ind.; George Holmes, sales manager,
Kay Manufacturing Corporation, Brooklyn.
N.Y.; John V. Hubbell, assistant to the presi
dent, Simmons Co., main office. New York,
N. Y.: H. G. Brandwein, vice president a'
Brandwein Co., Chicago, lU.; L. P. Best, sales
manager, Mebane-Royall Co., Mebane N C •
A. Brewer, president. Premier Bed & Spring
Co., San Franciso, Calif.; WlJllam Lamey.
president. Haggard & Marctisson Co., Chi-
cago, lU,; Irving Welsglass, president. Eclipse
Sleep Products. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Harry R
Olson, president, Land-O-Nod Co Minne
apolis, Minn,; Walter J. Schob, president
Honor-Bllt Products Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
BREWING INDUSTRY COMMITTEE
Government presiding officer John B.
Smiley, chief, beverage and tobacco
branch.
Members:
S. E. Abrama, Jos. Sclilitz Brewing Co..Mil
waukee, Wis.; Carl W. Badenfcausen. p Ballan-
tine &Sons. Newark. N, j.; August A. Busch,
Jr Anheuser-Busch, Inc.. St. Louis, Mo.; H.
J. Charles, Theo. Hamm Brewing Co..St Paul
J^na.; Adolph Coors, Jr.. Adolph Coors Co.,"
Gol^n. Colo.; Joseph F. Heln, Monarch Brew-
tog Co., Chicago, III.; Wm, G.Koerber, Koerber
Brewing Co., Toledo, Ohio; Edward V Lahey
Smith Bros,, Inc.. New Bedford. Mass.; Karl
H,Lang, Oertel Brewing, Louisville. Ky.; B,B.
McGimsey, San Antonio Brewing Association
San Antonio, Tex.; Harris Perlstein. Pabst
Blowing Corporation, Milwaukee. Wis.; Charles
X Reuss. CentUvre Brewing Corporation. Fort
Wayne, Ind.; Rudolph J. Schaefer, P. & M
Schaefer Brewing Co., MUwaukee, Wis• Ed
ward A. Schmidt, c. Schmidt & Sons. Inc
Philadelphia. Pa,; Karl F. Schuster. Acme
Breweries,San Francisco, Calif.; Emil G Sick
Rattle Brewing &Malting Co., Seattle, Wash.;'
Frank B, Sullivan. American Brewing Co
New Orleans. La.; F. Brooke Whiting, Queeri
City Brewing Co., Cumberland, Md.
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT COMMITTEE
Photographic AccEssoEns Subcommittee)
Government presiding officer M. D.
Moore.
Members:
A. C. Brandt, G. M. Laboratories, Inc., 4320
Knox Avenue, Chicago, 111.; Dalton Craig,
president, Craig Movie Supply Co.. 1053South
Olive Street, Los Angeles, Calif.; L, Fisch,
president. Motion Pictiue Screen and Ac
cessory Co., Inc., 634 West Thirtieth Street,
New York, N. Y.; James Forrestal, general
manager, Agfa Ansco, Blnghamton. N. Y*
Jean Foute, general manager. Raven Screen
Corporation, 314 East Thirty-fifth Street. New
York, N. Y.; J. s. Heck, president. Da-Lite
Screen Co..-Inc., 2723 North Pulaskl Street,
Chicago, IlL; Miss Marie Witham, president,
Society for Visual Education. 100 East Ohio
^reet, Chicago. 111.; Homer Hilton,vice pres
ident. Argus, Inc., Fourth and William
Streets, Ann Arbor, Mich.; J, J, Kuscher. sales
manager, DeJur Amsco Corporation. 6 Bridge
street, Sheltcn, Conn.; W. L. Lawson. vice
president. Chardelle. Inc., 10 East Fortieth
street. New York, N.Y.; S. Mendelsohn, pres
ident. Mendelsohn Speed Gun Co.. 46 Fer-
rand Street. Bloomfleld. N. J.; F. Neubauer
president, Effen Products. 79 Woodruff Ave
nue. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Benjamin W. Price
president, Price Industries. 130 West Seven
teenth Street. New York. N. Y.; E. C. Ropers
president Elwood Pattern Works. 125 North
East Street, Indianapolis. Ind.; MoiTls
Schwartz, president, Kalart Co.. Inc, 114
Manhattan Street, Stamford. Conn,; Fred
Simmon, president, Simmon Brothers, Inc
37-^6 Thirty-sixth Street, Long Island City.
N. Y.; H. M. Smith, president, J. H, Smith &
Mns CorjKiratlon. Lake and Colfax Streets,
Griffith, Ind,; W, S. Vaughn, production n-an-
ager. Eastman Kodak Co., 343 State Street
Rochester, N. Y.; L, Weston, Wfston Elec-
trical Instrument Corporation, 614 PrellnR-
huysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.
PLUMBING AND HEATING COMMITTEB.
Sanitajiy Cast Ihon and Formed Enamel-
wake StrecOMMITTEK
Government presiding officer—Walter







Walter Guthrle, Lehigh Spinning Co.,
AUentown. Pa.: E. D. Martin. Hooven & Al
lison Co.. Xenia, Ohio; J. F. Mclcolm, Revonah
Spinning Mills, Hanover. Pa.; R. C. Utess,
American Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, N. Y.; Alfred'
Bessel, Southern Bagging Co., Houston, Tex •
Willsrd Lewis, Riverside MUls, Atlanta, Ga.:
Frank E. Willsher, Schrlcter Jute Cordage Co
PhUadelphla, Pa.; Malcolm B. Stone, Ludlow
Mfg. & Sales Co., Boston, Mass.; j. c. Gordon
Allen Industries,Detroit, Mich.; J. S. Jenkins."
Dbcle Jute Bagging Co., Norfolk. Va,; E. p!
Parham, Carolina Bagging Co., Henderson.
N. C.; W. C. Brown, Jr., BeJton Bagging Co,
Belton, S. C.; R, j. Paisley, Pritchard & Co.!
90 Wail Street, New York, N. Y.; j. p.
Anastasladl, Ralli Bros,, 25 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.; Chas. E. Bingham, Blngham &
Co., 90 Wall Street, New York, N. Y.; Ed
Kuhnle, No American Trading Co., 26 Broad
way, New York. N. Y.
M. L. Ondo. (director Washington Office),
Youngstown Pressed Steel Division, Mullins
Co., Normandy Building, Wash., D. C • C A
Ferguson, president. Maryland Sanitary Mfg,
Co.. Baltimore, Md.; W. G. Moore, president,
Humphreys Mfg, Co., Mansfield. Ohio; E. O
Brady, asst. sales manager, Briggs Mfg. Co.,
Detroit. Mich.; J. M. Carbeau, EUwood Co,
Hlwood City.Pa.; C. C.Adams, vicepresident."
Richmond Radiator, Uniontown Pa • T M
Hodges, vice president, U. S. Sanltanr Mfz'
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; P. p. tTphues, assistant
manager. Crane Co., Chicago, ni.: Thos. J.
Hannah, Jr.. American Radiator & Standard
Sanitary Corporation, Bessemer Bldg., Pitts
burgh, Pa.; C, A. Morrow, Mullins Mfg. Co.,
Warren, Ohio; R, R. Crane, vice president
Eljer Co., Ford City,Pa.; C.L. Stoup, Auburn,
Central MIg. Corporation. ConnersvlUe. Ind,;"
A. G. Zlbbsll, Kohler Co.. Kohler. Wis.; H. C,
Beresford. department manager. Murray Cor
poration of America, Detroit, Mich.; H. J.
Held, vice president, Rundle Mfg. Co., Mil
waukee, Wis.; Louis Probst, vice president.
National Sanitary Co., Salem, Ohio; James
M. Bonner, secretary. Washlngton-Eljer Co
Los Angeles, Calif,; R, j. Trubey, president,






E. B,English,Caterpillar Tractor Co., Wash
ington, D. C.; M.L,Noel, Allls ChalmersTrac
tor Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.; W. E. Miles. Cleve
land Tractor Co., Cleveland. Ohio; Neal Hig-





G. B. Gibson, Union Bag St Paper Corpora
tion, New York, N. Y.; George E. Dyke. Rob
ert Galr Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.; H O
Nichols, Crown-Zellerbach, New York", N. Y.;
N. L. Nourse, Brown Co., New York," N." y!|
L. K. Larson, Weyerhaeuser Timber Co., New
York, N. Y.; Charles Conrad, Rayonler Inc
New York, N. Y.; F. W. Brainerd, ScottPaper
Co., Chester, Pa.; S, E. Kay, International
Paper Co., New York, N. Y,; Rex W, Hovey,
Oxford Paper Co., New York, N. Y.; H. H.
Hanson. W.C.HamiltonSiSons, Inc.,Miquon,
Montgomery County, Pa.; Dwlght L. Stocker'
Michigan Paper Co. of Plalnwell, Plalnwell,
Mich.; Douglas Crocker, Crocker, Burbank &
Co. Association, Fitchburg. Mass.; Amor Hol-
lingsworth, Penobscot Chemical Fibre Co.
Boston, Mass.
★ ★ ★
Program for war traffic control
described in OCD booklet
A plan for emergency control of high
way traffic during air raids, blackouts,
and evacuations is described in a booklet
entitled "War Traffic Control" issued
April 3 by the OCD.
The program was developed for the
Office of Civilian Defense by the Interna
tional Association of Chiefs of Police,
working with the Federal Bureau of In
vestigation, Office of Provost Marshal
General of the War Department, TJ. S.
Conference of Mayors, Public Roads Ad
ministration, Institute of Traffic Engi
neers, Automotive Safety Foundation,
and Society of Automotive Engineers.
Calling on enforcement officials to
assume positive leadership in case of dis
aster, the booklet emphasizes immediate
need for machinery to control traffic dur
ing air raids, blackouts, and evacuations.
If an area within the United States
becomes a theatre of active military op
eration. civil police traffic control activ
ities will be coordinated and directed by
military authorities administering mar
tial law, according to the publication.
The 19-page pamphlet is on sale by the
Superintendent of Documents, Washing




Clyde E. Beardslee, chief of the dairy
section. WPB, announced April 3 that
the dairy industry advisory committee
has recommended to WPB a four-point
program to conserve transportation fa
cilities in the ice cream industry by ap
proximately 30 percent. The OfBce of
Defense Transportation expressed ap
proval of the procedure followed by the
committee in formulating the program.
The recommendations follow:
1. Eliminate all special deliveries.
2. Eliminate all home deliveries.
3. Reduce the number of days when
deliveries will be made and
make no more than one delivery
on any one day to a customer.
4. Use common carriers to serve
scattered trade.
Local groups should inform ODT of
what they are doing along these lines,
and can request the ODT to clear local
programs with the Justice Department






Appointment of three executives to po
sitions In the division of railway trans
port was announced March 28 by De
fense Transportation Director Eastman.
Harry Q. Brandt, of Wichita, Kans.,
has been named associate director of the
division, in charge of rail-truck coordi
nation in the western region. O. C.
Castle, of Houston. Tex., has been ap
pointed assistant director in charge of
fteight service. W. C. Kirby, of Norfolk,
Va., has been named terminal assistant
to J. M. Hood, associate director in
charge of the southern region.
V. V. Boatner is director of the division
of railway transport.
Mr. Brandt will work in cooperation
with staff members of the division of
motor transport to bring about a higher
degree of coordination in rail and truck
operations. He will maintain headquar
ters in Chicago.
Mr. Castle will maintain a close check
on railroad freight operations with a
view to Improving efficiency through
heavier loading of cars, pooling of equip
ment, and other expedients. He will be
stationed in Washington, D. C.
Mr. Kirby will maintain a close check





A plan under which farmers of a com
munity will be asked to plan their mar
keting together and eliminate unneces
sary truck mileage Is being worked out
by the Division of Motor Transport,
ODT. in cooperation with the United
States Department of Agriculture and
other governmental agencies.
Pooling equipment and cooperative
hauling of products and supplies is the
keystone of the plan by which, ODT of
ficials believe, farm truck mileage can
be reduced from 35 to 50 percent without
undue hardship to anyone.
Pending announcement of further de
tailed suggestions, the ODT will be glad
to consider and advise with any group
operating or formulating a cooperative
conservation program. Until establish
ment of field offices by the ODT, sugges
tions or questions should be submitted
In written form to John L. Rogers, Di
rector. Division of Motor Transport,




L. B. Poster Co.. Inc., of New York
City, was authorized by OPA April 1 to
sell 300 tons of relaying rail at a price
above the ceiling established last Decem
ber 1.
The authority was granted by Amend
ment No. 1 to the price schedule for relay
ing rail (No. 46). The amendment per
mits completion of a contract signed
three months before adoption of the
schedule. The rail was acquired by the
Poster firm in August 1941 at a price in
excess of the ceiling subsequently estab
lished.
★ * ★
Food distributors to discuss
delivery cuts to save rubber
A meeting of the food distributors' ad
visory committee has been called by Hurt
Plickinger, chief of the distributors' sec
tion of the food supply branch, WPB.
The meeting will be held April 21, in
Washington, to submit recommendations
for the conservation of strategic war
materidis.
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Truck owners asked to
check and recheckto
prevent rubber waste
Truck owners who permit waste of rub
ber through carelessness and reckless rise
of equipment are aiding the enemy as
certainly as if they deliberately set fire to
rubber supplies. Joseph B. Eastman, ODT
Director, said April 2.
Applications for new trucks are cleared
through the Office of Defense Transpor
tation. Mr. Eastman said that the ODT
could not recommend new trucks to op
erators who had permitted careless or
reckless use of their old ones, and partic
ularly of tires.
Truck owners were asked by John L.
Rogers, director of motor transport of
the ODT. to check and recheck constantly
to prevent rubber waste caused by any of
the following: 1. Speed—greatest thief of
tire mileage: 2. Improper air pressure;
3. Overloads; 4. Cuts, snags, and wear;
5. Improper adjustments: 6. Reckless
ness: and 7. Excess mileage.
★ ♦ ★
Baking industry asked to cut
mileage to save facilities
The baking advisory committee. WPB.
April 2, recommended that the baking
Industry reduce mileage by 25 percent to
conserve transportation facilities. John
T. McCarthy, chief of the bread and bak
ing production section, announced.
The committee also outlined methods
for improvement and maintenance of
tires and vehicles.
The recommendations, made with the
approval of the ODT, are designed to
conserve available equipment and mate
rials.
★ ★ ★
Ripley named consultant on
Diesel engine equipment
Charles T. Ripley, chief engineer of
the technical board of the Wrought Steel
Wheel Industry, Chicago, has been
named consultant on Diesel engine pro
pulsion equipment in the materials and
equipment section. ODT, It was an
nounced March 27.
H. L. Hamilton of La Grange. HI.,
whose appointment as consultant iffthis
field was previously announced, was




Practical measures for concealing vital
civilian installations from the air
aphically portrayed in OCD bookletgr
Camouflage methods for industrial
plants, factory buildings, railroad yards,
airfields, routes of communication, con
spicuous landmarks and transportation
systems are described In a profusely il
lustrated 68-page booklet entitled 'Tro-
tective Concealment," issued March 30 by
the OCD.
Prepared by WarDeparbnent
The booklet was prepared by the War
Department under the direction of the
Chief of Engineers, United States Army,
by the Engineer Board, with suggestions
of the National Technological Civil Pro
tection Committee.
The booklet emphasizes the fact that
any use of camouflage should be care
fully considered and planned with the
technical assistance of trained personnel.
In the opening chapter the booklet de
clares: "This bulletin is concerned with
practical measures for the concealment
of important civilian installations and
equipment from aerial observation.
Concealment from the observation of at
tacking ground troops is not treated."
Bombing techniqae described
Accompanied by graphic sketches, the
booklet describes the technique of pre
cision bombing and declares:
At least five clrcumstancea combine to
oppose the bomber and simplify the defend
er's concealment problem . . . high altitude,
the oblique view required to pick up the
target, the brief period available for alining
the bombslght, the possibility of haze or
thick weather, and the obscurity of night
fall.
Although an enemy may have accurate
maps and photographs he must rely on visual
identification of the target (or a close land-
merk) In order to properly aim and release
the bombs. Any concealment measure that
serves to reduce the visibility or confuse the
identity of an installation may therefore be
considered of value to be weighed in con-
Junction with the Importance of the Instal
lation and the probability of attack.
There is discussion of the comparison of
photographic reconnaissance and the effect
of shadows at different times of day or of
different dates. This is followed by descrip
tion of "Aids to Concealment" such as
dummy, or decoy Installations, the use of
smoke and artificial fog such as provided by
smudge-pots, etc.
On^ncealmeot of roads
On the subject of "Routes of Commu
nication," the booklet declares "the con
cealment of main highways and railroads
Is for the most part Impracticable.
However, all types of road surfaces can
be made relatively inconspicuous by ap
plication of a surface coloration appro
priate to the surroundings." The book
let then appraises the possibility of
affording protective concealment to new
ro^ds, narrow roads in wooded areas,
city blocks, and Intersections.
CoDspicoous landmarks a problem
•Difficulties in effectively concealing
conspicuous landmarks are described.
In Its consideration of the protective
concealment of transport, the booklet de
clares "the visibility of highway vehicles
can be greatly reduced by the use of
dull, lusterless colors. The flash of
windshields from sunlight or from arti
ficial illumination at night may be elim
inated by the use of horizontal louvres
or, if that Is considered impracticable,
by the removal of the windshields."
This chapter also describes the technique
of protective concealment for watercraft
and grounded aircraft against aerial
attack.
Should observe site h-om air
"For the study of existing installations,
plans and elevations are usually needed.
Rough outside dimensions rather than
details are desirable. For proposed in
stallations as well as existing ones, maps
and air photographs of the area con
cerned are essential. In addition, the
Individuals most intimately concerned
with the creative concept of the conceal
ment plan and the persons having final
authority In accepting It should person
ally observe the site from the air.
Camouflage treahneot
The four appendices give detailed de
scription of bombing methods and tech
nique employed: tbe methods for creat
ing artificial smoke and fog: and the
treatment to reduce visibility of existing
concrete wearing surfaces.
The final appendix entitled "Materials
for Protective Concealment" Is a cata
logue of specifications and uses for






A limited number of protective helmets
and arm bands are being provided to
cities in the "strategic areas" of the East
and West Coasts, according to OCD
Director Landis.
To reach more than 40 cities
During the first week in April more
than 40 cities along the shores of the
Atlantic and Pacific will receive advance
shipments of equipment of this type for
air raid wardens, auxiliary firemen, and
auxiliary police.
Mr. Landis announced that the first
shipment of this material is now being
sent to municipalities in California.
Washington, and Oregon.
Loaned to commuoities
The allocation of this material is based
on flxed ratios of the population of the
cities to the number of helmets and arm
bands available.
All protective equipment supplied by
the Government is loaned to communi
ties, Director Landis explained. Its dis
tribution Is governed by the military sit
uation at the time, and if an emergency
should arise in any locality, shipments
may be rerouted or supplies drawn from
communities that have some on hand.
Through the cooperation of the Dis
trict of Columbia Civilian Defense or
ganization, the Office of Civilian Defense
was able to "borrow" equipment of this
character which has been contracted for
by the District.
* ★ ★
Veterans of Foreign Wars offer
services to civilian defense
Voluntary mobilization of the services
and facilities of the Veterans of Foreign
Wars of the United States to aid In the
civilian defense program was announced
March 5 by OCD Director Landis and
Max Singer, commander in chief of the
veterans' organization.
Under the joint arrangement, the 3.600
Posts of the Veterans of Foreign Wars
will be encouraged to enroll with the lo
cal defense councils as auxiliary police
and firemen.
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FACTS AND FIGURES ...
Axis radiocasters try
to put their hooks into
U. S. primary elections
Enemy propagandists jumped into
American politics March 31, OFF re
vealed.
In the role of volunteer campaign
orators, they took to the air in antici
pation of the coming primary elections.
The Nazis beamed a new program at
the United States from their so-called
"American Freedom" station, with one
"Joe Scanlon," claiming to be an Ameri
can, as the speaker. He exhorted:
"Join us in our endeavor to save our
boys from foreign battle fields. You can
compel the Government to act. The
elections are coming again and our peo
ple will have a last opportunity to re
assert themselves. Organize as free
Americans to fight the dictatorship be
ing set up in Washington. The only
real enemies sit right within the ranks
of our Government today."
Tokyo'j "America First"
Tokyo named a new short-wave broad
cast the "America First" program and
the Japanese "America Pirster" de-
cleared:
"The isolationists were right."
Prom Tokyo, too, came the assiu-ance
that, "Japan would be a charming part
ner to any nation which would under
stand Japan's ideals correctly." and the
promise that Japan would share with the
United States its newly won rubber and
tin if only Americans "will get rid of
Roosevelt."
At almost the same time, in an official
broadcast to Japanese youth, the Tokyo
radio was declaring that Japan's goal
must be the "ultimate destruction of
Britain and the United States."
Abandoning promises of plenty, Germany
admits she can't feed self or victims
Hitler's Europe Is hungry. Hitler
propagandists admit It.
Recent broadcasts from the Reich and
from countries where the "New Order"
is in force, show that the Nazis have re
pudiated Hitler's earlier promise of abun-
Ilhistration on this page is by Fitz~
gerald, from OFF pamphlet "Divide and
Conquer." (See Victory, March 31.)
dance. Monitored by the Federal Com
munications Commission and described
April 1 by the Office of Facts and Figures,
the propaganda line tells the story of a
Europe in which all available food sup
plies have had to go to feed Hitler's army.
The propaganda line shifts
Drastic cuts in rations, seizures of crops
from farmers, and "black market" oper
ations are revealed by radio broadcasts
within Europe. No longer denying
shortages, Axis propaganda takes the cue
from Goebbels and floods the people of
Europe with appeals for greater sacri
fices. particularly within Germany.
In Germany, the people were promised
adequate food supplies as late as Feb
ruary 23. State Secretary Becker, of the
Reich Ministry of Food and Agriculture,
announced, "Germany's supplies of food
stuffs will enable her to maintain the
same rations this year as in 1941. The
Reich is now able to meet the greater
foodstuffs requirements."
Early in March, the line suddenly
changed and Becker said. "There are two
reasons for readjusting food rationing at
the end of the third winter of the war.
First, harvests throughout Europe for the
past 2 years have been only average
because of unfavorable weather, and
second, foodstuffs demands have risen
considerably because of the war."
The Vichy radio reports that, begin
ning in April, Germany will have to re
duce food rations, such as those for bread,
fats, and meats.
Nurses get death sentence
Goebbels, commenting on new and
drastic penalties for food hoarding, re
cently said, "Soon it will not pay to risk
one's head for particularly good feeding."
A Berlin broadcast to Europe reports
that nurses in the Koenigsburg children's
hospital had been sentenced to death for
stealing food from the kitchen.
Reich gets Italy's food
In Italy, the amount of wheat that a
farmer may keep for his own xise has
been reduced, and bread rations were
cut nearly a quarter. The Italian free
dom station, Radio Italia, charges that
Italian food shortages are a result of
food shipments to Germany, An official
broadcast to the Italian people in March
stated that Germany was "assured" all
food production not absolutely essential
to Italy.
In France, Marshall Petain has ap
pealed to French peasants immediately
to hand over all wheat supplies. He said,
"All concealment, all waste of wheat
would constitute an unpardonable crime.
If all producers let themselves hold back
or waste even one bag of wheat, this
wrongful act would result in depriving all
the French of bread for 1 month."
Norwajr and Holland
The Berlin radio admits that Norwegian
farmers are feeding synthetic fodder to
their cattle.
In Holland, Director General Ruyter of
Dutch Agriculture, has urged farmers to
increase production this year to meet a
"severe food situation." Farmers have
been asked to sacrifice a considerable
number of their young cattle, so that
milk cows will have sufficient feed.
★ ★ ★
Assassination tale backfires
when Quezon reaches Australia
The Japanese propaganda machine
backfired March 27, OFF revealed.
Ever since Gen. Douglas MacArthur's
arrival in Australia, the Tokyo radio had
been telling the world that Manuel Que
zon, president of the Philippine Common
wealth, had been assassinated on orders
of the American general.
Then General MacArthur's headquar
ters announced that President Quezon
had arrived safely in Australia.
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BELSLEY SUCCEEDS EMMERICH
AS EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, WPB
Appointment of G. Lyle Belsley as ex
ecutive secretary of the War Production
Board was announced March 28 by Don-
aM MttNelson, chairman.
^~,-Be^y, who hasbeen assistant execu-
'̂llvt^lecretary for the past 6 months,
"tsupS&eds Herbert Emmerich, who was
, âpVolnted Commissioner of the Federal
; Pu^ic Housing Authority.
' QJ
; \y * * *
']!!ampaign to finance USO
^Vsecond year to be discussed
} by McNutt, civic leaders
Six thousand civic leaders in all parts
of the United States have been invited
by Federal Security Administrator Paul
V, McNutt to attend a 1-day conference
In Washington. April 12, to discuss a
campaign to finance the second year of
United Service Organizations' opera
tions. The USO provides recreation fa
cilities for members of the armed forces
on leave and for industrial war workers.
The public appeal for funds amounting
to $32,000,000 will be made from May
11 to July 4.
Within a year, according to Mr. Mc
Nutt. the total number of Americans in
uniform will increase twofold. On that
basis the money sought by the USO in its
forthcoming campaign will come to about
2 cents per day for each soldier and
sailor.
★ VICTORY ★
WPB to use punitive
powers-^henever needed,
Knowlson says
James S. Knowlson^ Director of In
dustry Operations, said April 1 that,
while the War Production Board is rely
ing on the voluntary support of the war
production program by industry, the
board is prepared to use the punitive
provisions of the Second War Powers Act
swifty and without hesitation whenever
necessary to insure compliance with
WPB regulations, including all priorities
rules and orders.
The Second War Powers Act provides
penalties of up to $10,000 fine and one
year's imprisonment for each violation
of WPB regulations or orders.
★ ★ *
Machine tool deliveries
continue to go up
Value of new machine tools, presses,
and other metal working machinery
shipped during February was $93,100,000,
it was announced April 3 by George C.
Brainard, chief of the tools branch of
the War Production Board.
Shipments of machine tools alone
amounted to 20,307 units with a total
value of $84,355,000. During January
19:266 units, valued at $83,546,794, were
shipped.
"Production of new machine tools con





National labor force, Feb 52,600,000
Unemployed. Peb 4, OOO, 000
Nonagricultural workers. Peb 39.842.000
Percsnt increase since June 1940. ll
Farm employment, Mar. 1, 1942. 8.940.000












Posts, depots, etc 7,078
Stock pile, food exports 6, 791





Total expenditures, June 1940-MBr.
31,1942 *22.860
Sales of Defense Bonds, Cumula




June lOiO to latest reportlnr/ ilate of dollars
Paid on contracts. Feb. 28 *16,200
Gov. commitments for plant expan
sion; 1.060 projects. Peb. 28 9. 381
Private commitments for plant ex
pansion; 6,237 projects, Feb. 28— 1.978






Inge MS. 10 86.1
Average hours worked
per week 41.6 10.7
Average hourly earn
ings - 80.1« 19.2
Cost of Living, Feb. (1935- Index
39=100) 112.6 12.0
•Preliminary.
^Preliminary and excludes autborlzatlona
in Naval Supply Act for fiscal year 1943.
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